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How I and India dance together
“My two-year dairy in India”

Author:Lee1

Abstract:The author as a Chinese student studying in India from 2014-2016 has been keeping
recording what happened on between him and his classmates,professors,friends,and local
surroundings.He always observes Indian social,economic,political and cultural phenomena in a
dual-perspective manner:an insider living in India and an outsider growing up in China.He is more
dedicated to analysis of Indian issues through systematic readings,like news,articles,journals and
magazines,even though he visited many different places by himself in India.He has been striving
for the interests of weaker sections in India,because social injustice is deeply rooted in the
caste-based society.He has impressive experience with his classmates on interchange of life
philosophy and happiness creation,all these guidance from them would become his wealth of
life.He insists that India have a great potential,if she could overcome some essential structural
challenges.
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The following dairies are arranged from 2016 year to 2014 year

12,Apr,2016
Yesterday's interesting observation from farewell party:

When one student plays a game during an event,he may win or lose it.My emphasis is that he
always says to others who start at him,whether he wins or loses this game.

With a normal logic,I think that he should say to others it is a small case for him,if he succeeds in
this game.However,it is against our logic,he says to others it is a tough and challenging task.In
another one situation,he also says to others it is quite difficult task to be completed,if he really
loses in this game.

How is it possible for a same person to say the same sentence under two different situations?It is
possible for us to understand,because every logic would be revealed if we place his point on the
basis of self-interest assumption.

When he loses it,he should be reasonable to say the game is difficult for him to finish
it.Here,actually,it is not the game itself that is difficult,after all,other competitors complete it.The
essence is that he is not capable to get it done,or he is really a loser.However,as you know that,he
should do something for his self-interest(here,for avoid embarrassment),hence,he tries to

1 Lee as a Chinese student with international finance background studies in Banaras Hindu University,Varanasi,India for Master of Economics
2014-2016 batch.Email:Lzweconomist@gmail.com | 374611370@qq.com.
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persuade others to believe that it is not about his capability,instead only about too tough task
given.

When he wins it,he should be reasonable to say the game is a small case for him.Exactly,lots of
winners do it like this,but this will show some overconfidence attitudes towards others.This
sentence is revealing that all others are losers,I am the king,so you should admire and follow me
without hesitation.This is a direct way to show off himself,it is easy to bring in envies and
unhappiness.His strategy should serve his interest,so,he says that this game is quite
complicated,he has tried his best to complete it,but I hardly fails.Here,he uses this "difficult" task
defined by him to indirectly show his unique talent to others.It means that he also spends lots of
energy and thinking in getting it done,even though he finally becomes the winner.The real point is
that he indirectly demonstrates that he is the king,because I could complete this "too too tough
task"(the toughness is defined by himself).

This is what is called "Game theory" strategy.

11,Apr,2016
World bank,IMF have more confidence on Chinese economy,in comparison with news media in
Western society.This is a very interesting phenomenon,because both of international institutions
are dominated by USA.Chinese economy has lots of challenges,because of unsustainable
structure and developmental model.However,there is a good sign in Chinese academic circle that
they advocate the key role of enterprises in economic growth,instead of emphasizing
governmental macroeconomic demand policy.No country could go to prosperity without focusing
on entrepreneurs,governmental functions should be confined to investment environment,property
right protection,basic science research,etc.

11,Apr,2016
With regard to the video edited by my classmates,I think I could do slightly better than this.Of
course,considering about limited time left,that is quite good for us to understand what happened
during two years.

Thanks a lot for Ravindra,Shivam(without glasses),Bomyir and her friends,Vivek,Satyajeet,
Mausaumin(wrong spell),Shobit's invitation to take photos with them,I wish all of you could
progress well,having a happy family and good jobs.Thanks also to Rakesh Kumar for his
translation from Hindi to English,he got his world perspective,history perspective modified due to
several time discussions with me.Primary school education is a big challenge for Indian
government,because lots of wrong facts are also taught to innocent students.China also has this
type of problem,but exactly less.Aman Kumar has also done a good job.Thanks Satarupa for
invitation to participate in a challenging task--dance.

Congratulations to all of winners,because you are really impressive.You all just keep going
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on,because you deserve all flowers and screams.Usually,Indian people are more dedicated to
festivals,ceremonies and functions than our people,this is a signal of happiness and
enjoyment.However,sometimes,emotions and feelings are excessively loudly expressed,so,it
seems that order and discipline are lost.Culture is different,I just show some differences,we
should learn from each other.

08,Apr,2016
Your horizons decide your path of life.The two years give me relaxing atmosphere,I do not need to
worry about many things beyond my control like in my home country.I hope I also could have this
type of normal life attitudes in future,my nation is totally different from here in terms of social
values.If I could bring happiness and eternity into my life,then my purpose of staying near Ganges
river is fulfilled.

Today,I met Ms Puja's sister who is doing her PHD in IMS.I rode my bike to the vendor,and asked
him to bring me Lassi(milk).In the beginning,I said I need Lassa(wrong
name),afterwards,Petty(maybe wrong) and her friend(she did her master in Lucknow university)
were conscious of something,therefore,they said to that shopkeeper that he need Lassi.When I
got Lassi,Petty asked me if I knew Puja.I said to her:"Yes,I knew Puja,and you and her are quite
similar in appearance"She continued,your name is Lee,from China,Puja always mentions you in
front of me.I replied thanks to her and her friends,some conversations with each other,we finally
said bye.

Last time,I attended sociology class(Hindi-speaker).On the way to the department,suddenly, a girl
smiled to me,asking me whether I am Lee,studied in Economics department.With help of one of
my classmates,I knew that she is our senior from history department(PHD).She said to me:"I
always see you when your department is in new PG building".It seems that I need to have more
conversations with other departments' students for more understanding on Indian
society ,especially spiritual issues.

Today,I also met three seniors on the way to their hostels.They are from N East India,all of them
get seats of PHD,one of them takes "rural tourism"as his topic for continuous research.

I am tired,Good night.

08,Apr,2016
Today,I took photos with my partner Satarupa.Last night,She sent me message to inform me of
today's group photo.I just recorded it for future reviews.

As for Sheker's case,I felt sorry for my refusal to sign my name in your request letter of changing
exam schedule.The reason is that your page is full of Hindi words(beautiful),I do not understand
what they mean.Our tradition is that without understanding something,I should not randomly sign
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a contract.This is a cultural issue.

These days,why I asked them so many times about some subjects is because I need to update
my news from department.We should follow principal that once an organization decides
something,then you should never randomly change that decision.This is the whole East Asian
countries' culture under Confucianism philosophy.However,our department of Economics is not
always following this concept.

Summer comes,then my body will suffer from skin problem.At this time,I am inclined to criticize all
social phenomena,including Indian society.Winter seasons are my favorite time in India.I wish all
of us achieve our goals,I am inborn interested in exploring different societies,I will continue my
road.In any place,any time,I do not harm any person regardless your gender deliberately,some
religious guidance calm me down.

08,Apr,2016
As an Economics student,actually,I have some reservations on some professors' ways of
teaching,because quality teaching in Economics fields is the basic skill to empower students.If
you have some skewed ideological inclinations,then your points of views would unintentionally
influence your students' ways of thinking.For example,my professor said to us that he insisted on
modest growth rate of economy,because he emphasized much on economic equality and human
development.However,I personally more stand closer to liberals who place more importance on
priority of economic growth.I dislike that every people is just talking about redistribution of small
cake,of course,providing equal access to education,health,food and basic rights is essential for
the whole country.The poor are working hard,thinking much,but they are still in poverty
trap,then,we ascribe chronic poverty to government's dysfunction. Sometimes,you find it
meaningless and useless to involve students in a unpractical debate on function of market and
state,after all,history and future facts would demonstrate what is more functional.

What my ideas shaped during my classes about Indian economy are?There is no big break
change in terms of current challenges and future prospects,like,labour
unionism,PSUs,Corruption,Inefficient politics,Infrastructure bottleneck,Land reform,Financial
inclusion,Woman empowerment,Education,Health,Environment,Fiscal deficit
discipline,Subsidies,Non developmental expenditure,Manufacturing,Job creation,Investment
business,etc.The biggest influence from my professor and his matters on me is that I more
believe that the state's role is as equal as important as the market,capitalism system is full of
exploitation,globalization produces dependency of developing countries on developed
countries,economic planning should be positively evaluated,politics almost shaped the whole
scenario of Indian economy,and so on.However,all these doctrines are against my basic
beliefs,because I just trust "Austrian school of Economic",the market is more fundamental than
the state in terms of allocation of resources.

Now-days,almost all Economists support the mix strategy of fiscal and monetary policies,but I
understand that Economic system is no different from our human bodies.When I feel
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uncomfortable with our body,I have to see doctor for treatment,so I can get recovered.When it
comes to Economics,what the government did during 2008 financial crisis is just about generating
another one type of more serious global economic crisis.This is what the situation China faces
currently,government should play a good role in supervising contracting implementation,property
protection,regulation of speculation,etc.Essentially,What the philosophy and cognitive science
tells me is in congruence with what the economics tells me.Please remember,don't rely on your
government much,whichever style of life you desire of depends on yourself freedom of
choice.Government is the biggest threat to our freedom of Choice(Economically).

Economics is always interrelated with politics,this point is quite disappointing.Economics is not a
pure science despite advanced math usages,because politics is never a science subject
practically.

04,Apr,2016
Today,I ate my breakfast and lunch together at 6 PM o'clock.At that time,I hardly felt how death
was like.From tomorrow,I need to find time for a proper lunch,spirit should be constructed on the
basis of food absorption.

04,Apr,2016
As an ordinary man,I can not change the society where I am living within one day,even during my
whole life.However,It does not mean I should keep a closed eye on what is happening to our
people if there are some negative impacts on them.I always strive for a better society,as a young
man,I have an ideal blueprint for all people.I just keep going on with the changing society,but keep
myself awake,so I will not easily follow some mainstream values.

01,Apr,2016
Why?Who should be responsible for those victims?This is exactly why I have some reservations
on unresponsive democracy.Lots of passengers were killed,but none of higher officials was laid
off.Life is not fully respected,lack of serious punishment is problematic.I can only express my
deep condolences to all of innocent people.

01,Apr,2016
Who knows the truth behind this?Economic activity is never disassociated from politics
interactions,but I do not think a government prefers sacrificing her people's interests instead
satisfying other country's appetite.What's new with you?
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30,Mar, 2016
If we respect his human right,then he has to be detained in jail for his whole life.It is against
morality and humanity,irrespective of your mental status.We should see what you have
done,instead of who has done it.It is unthinkable,god damn you.”Suspect in child's beheading has
psychiatric treatment record: police | Society | FOCUS TAIWAn”

29,Mar,2016
Today,that junior girl from Manipur state asked me for help of some materials related to AK
model,but I have already lent two books to others,so I had to download some articles from
internet,then printed it out.Our batch is Bomyir from Arunachal Pradesh,her batch is only her from
North eastern India,actually,majority of NE students are studying in New Delhi,every corner has
their body shadows.Of course,I wish more and more boys participate in Economic programs,but
they all transfer themselves to Politics and Law subjects.Economics is also useful for NE
development.

29,Mar,2016
Too many things are hotly debated,lack of consensus is a big challenge for India's future and her
people.When I just read some articles relating to India's development strategy,it is really
disappointing to say so far academicians have not reached a common point in many
economic,social fields.So,what the truth is?

29,Mar,2016
Yesterday,I met my former head of Economics department,M.P Singh.I warmly walked to him,and
said to him that I liked your class and your management philosophy.He is a really kind professor
and head,you could find him siting in his chamber every time.All in all,he is a respected
teacher,even if he does not understand much about computer,smartphone,and so on

29,Mar,2016
Sometimes,my body is also not working properly,so,I need to relax it to a maximum
extent.Watching movies,listening songs,chatting with friends.Life is a process,ups and downs are
everywhere.
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29,Mar,2016
Too many things are hotly debated,lack of consensus is a big challenge for India's future and her
people.When I just read some articles relating to India's development strategy,it is really
disappointing to say so far academicians have not reached a common point in many
economic,social fields.So,what the truth is?

28,Mar,2016
It seems that summer season is approaching us,hotness is present time and again.This "holi"
holiday is exactly long enough so that I prefer to take classes.We have one and half month
remained,hence,I should value these days left with my friends and classmates.It is very strange
that my skin will respond to the weather naturally,but I have to overcome it this time.Today,we will
restart our classes,it is more exciting considering I could get some experienced information from
teachers and friends.

24,Mar,2016
If I could not criticize "food safety" in other universities,I would directly testify that food safety
situation is worst of the worst in Banaras Hindu University.Today's lunch,I found out red color was
floating above the surface of rice,it was holi red color powder.This placed international student's
life safety below their short term narrowness.I would always bring this issue into Chinese
readers,this is unbelievably bad governance in this university derived from the whole political
system.If this thing happens in Chinese university,the warden in this hostel would be laid off,and
the vice chancellor would be punished seriously.Respecting life in India is not much
appreciated,this is really disappointing.

20,Mar,2016
Real estate price is in an historical high point,such booming bubble is unbelievably risky.All the
panic atmosphere dates back to several times governments’ intentional injection of liquidity to the
highly policy oriented market.How can you imagine those cities like
Beijing,Shanghai,Shenzhen,Guangzhou,etc have similar even higher ranges of property price in
New York city

20,Mar,2016
It is very unfortunate to say that I have a problem regarding how to use the word of "the"
properly.Sometimes,I need to reexamine what has been written,so that I could find out some
minor mistakes made previously.When I pay much attention to the word,then I am not able to read
a whole sentence efficiently.However,the good side is that I could overcome the problem
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mentioned before once I am more careful of it.

18,Mar,2016
US-Cuba relationship is quite uncertain,from an historical point of view.The communist party of
Cuba has a slightly hostile relations with US,because USA is always desirous of subverting the
rein.That old power supported by USA is removed out of Havana by the current authority in
Cuba,then USA sanctioned and embargoed Cuba,finally,Soviet Union and all other communist
bloc stood together to back up Havana.

Cuban government grants scholarships to Chinese students,especially from Havana university.In
2008,I planed to take this opportunity to study in Havana university(free tuition),but I could not
speak Spanish well,moreover,I did not get mental support from my family.Therefore,I gave up it.

18,Mar,2016
Air pollution in Chinese cities is not directly knowable,meaning that the smell of the air in Beijing is
no difference from other places.When you go to Beijing by first time,you never feel air pollution
just from your observation,but the serious level has to be checked by professional equipment.

17,Mar,2016
Today,I talked to Ulbea(may be wrong),Vivek,Satarupa about some common issues.We mainly
focus on topics related to their dissertations which have to be finished in June,because they have
shared their topics with me,and invited me to exchange some ideas.Vivek's cronyism in India
which prevails in between capital classes and political classes has impressed me much,because
the phenomenon is also quite widespread in China.Luckily,this days,anti-corruption campaign
totally uproots the distorted collaboration between two connected classes in an unprecedented
serious manner.Satarupa's child labor problem wakes me up,lacking in opportunities to get
education,food and housing induces them to work at an early age.This social problem should be
present in China,especially,I witnessed lots of young students dropped off to work for a factory
one decade ago,despite a very low incidence of child labor currently.

When I walked out of Professor J.B.K's chamber,several classmates were waiting for me to
celebrate Indian "holy festival" with them.I was worried that the colorful powders would be mixed
with my clothes because of chemical function,I requested all of them to just put a little bit on my
face.The result was that some of girls gently treated me,but energetic boys directly poured their
powders towards me.I also did the same thing to them as feedback,then we hug each other,at the
same time,said some goods words to each other.I enjoyed much about this festival,because it
would make you forget all things at that moment.My style was over exaggerated,so,everyone I
met would doubt what happened.Afterwards,I tried cleaning the red color,good news was that I
removed it using running water.
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Here,I wish all of you a happy and impressive "Holy festival".

16,Mar,2016
OMG,I wrote a lot,but the page was automatically updated,so,all words about 2000-3000 were
lost.I just would like to say how bad it is,but fortunately,I still remember what has been written.

The main point is that Anshu Jain,former CEO of Deutsche bank from Rajasthan state
succeeded,because of his openness to the fast-changing society.

India has great potentials due to lots of examples of high level
CEOs,Entrepreneurs,Scientists,Economist,Artists,
especially Engineers.

China is far behind India in the field of English language skill,this is why there are few important
positions held by Chinese.India has strong cultures of debate,communication and
discussions,so,India is more easily accredited by the world.

China and India has been emulating each other for thousands of years.Minimize possible
skirmishes,conflicts and other discordant probability is gradually constructed on the basis of tight
bilateral economic,cultural and political ties.

Two countries should strengthen the tie between youths.Bilateral exchange students are quite
disappointing,everyone observes the other country through Western medias(true but
discouraging).

English is India's advantage,China could not compete with India in language field in near future.In
Chinese mega cities,like Shanghai,Shenzhen,English proficiency is very high and
promising.Therefore,I wish India continue emphasizing the importance of English in a global
society.Chinese government and all Chinese ordinaries have placed 200% weight on English
learning this days,so,our future generation would be more integrated into a fast-changing
environment.

I just believe in "social functionalism",hence,what we need to follow is those laws,rules made by
the society for herself survival.If we hope to get a high paid job,then we need to have some
advantages over others in the commercial society.

Sociology is taught in Hindi,it does not matter much.However,if we do not expand our freedom
domain,then our capability is hurt.We can never express our thoughts to other
non-natives,especially,during this days,mutual exchange of ideas should be never over
emphasized.Here,I thank all of my classmates who speak out to ask Sir to teach us in
English(global language).

Whether you are elites or not is not judged by only language skills,but if you do not overcome the
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language barrier,then it would be more difficult to be absorbed into elite club.Any society should
have a type of culture of admiring elites(here,elite means those that create something new,or do
something for better society),then the society would progress very smoothly and prosper well.

I am an ordinary man,but I have been telling me to follow up the world trend.

15,Mar,2016
Today,I saw one of my classmates came to our class with the help of her crutch.One month ago,I
asked her friend about the reason why she was absent,I knew she got hurt in her leg.I really wish
her recovery soon,because she was indeed helpful to us.Accident frequency is high in India,it is
much more serious than China.Infrastructure construction should be accelerated in India.

15,Mar,2016
Indian economy should be compared with other country economies.I advise our department of
economics should have a course called global economy.Without understanding global
economy,how can the well-integrated Indian economy be analyzed.

Indian economy has been integrated much into the world economy,I really wonder if India will
progress well in 2016 when global economy is looming.I personally wish India have a brighter and
shinning picture in the world.If India rises fast and effectively,I could refute those uninformed
Chinese ordinaries.

Snehil asked me about my future plan after June,2016,I responded to him that I should go back to
China for work,or further learning.Actually,a good platform is crucial for a person to grow up,many
things come from experience and touch with the society.What we learnt in class is indeed not
directly useful for our future job,but it involves yourself in a way of thinking which is the gist of
operation of the society.He said that he would prepare for public services,indeed,in a job scarce
economy,every one needs to compete with other brilliant persons for a position.

Chinese society is full of problems and challenges,many aspects are far lagged behind from
India.Common people are not able to pay the installation of real estate whose price is more
expensive than New York.I have been desiring to do something to change our society better,but
what I learn is that we have to equip ourselves with modern mindsets at first.It is common that
countless people are complaining about their living conditions,but I advise them to give up this
negative way of thinking.

A useful object is always useful whether it is in a good or bad situation.How can we be trained to
be a useful product is essential for ourselves path of life.Jack Ma said that opportunities are
hidden in a difficult era,so our existence and presence is to create environments to solve these
problems facing us and our future generations.
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Happiness is priceless,whatever we do is to gain happiness under some constraints.When we
become rich,we need to donate our wealth to those disadvantaged people regardless of their
nationality and ethnicity.Life is really short,if we do not take care of our time,suddenly,we come to
end of our life.

Death is a dangerous topic for me.I have been afraid of death in front of me.I just feel painful
when those dying creatures suffer from the pain.If I kill a dog,cat and bird,then I could not help
crying for their innocence.However,we need to deal with death at a frequency of minute even
second,hence,I need to make myself known that death is a natural process and dynamic.

I am scaring my uncertainty,because I do not predict what will happen to me tomorrow.I can only
record today's life,gradually,I adapt myself to this type of uncertainty.I find out that I have a good
quality of promise,whenever I make promise to the third party,I would do whatever I can to make it
true.If possible,I promise myself that I would witness everyone around the world could expand
their capabilities and freedom domains.

With regard to friendship,I most value this invisible relationship.Mutual trust is a type of
undeniable asset for our life,politicians have some difficulties to make friendship with others
because of distrust.Marriage is based on trust,strong morality is shared by Chinese and Indian
civilization.If you do not trust me,you can never be my partner during our remaining life.

Life is lived in different ways,as an ordinary man,we need to believe in a term called fate to some
degree.Our desires and wants should be reduced,because we are really greedy.Only when we
face problem of sickness,we understand how useless those needs are.Pursuits are a kind of
incentive for us to progress in a manner beneficial to the society(functionalism),but we need to
equally emphasize others' pursuits.

When you feel unfair and frustrated,you should not give up your oath.Everything that pressures
you is an asset which create chance for you to experience something beyond others' hands.It
may be that as a student you have to take care of your family,but I suggest you that life not a
disaster but an angel.

Everyone is not negligible,your existence is unique.Your ends is not judged by means,but your
means should be justified by your moral philosophy.Life is nothing new,but life is full of meanings
because of your action.

14,Mar,2016
It may be biased,but according to my observation,lots of Indians are lack of self-confidence on
their nation.

It should be attributed to the colonization under British Raj.Long time oppression by an external
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invader makes them used to admire Britain and her people.

British people are very practical and pragmatical,they just have interest on something beneficial
for her own goodness.

This observation was from my experience during my first visit to Varanasi.I and a British girl
resided in a same hotel,she asked me to accompany her to walk to a Ghat for a cultural
event.Gradually,we missed our way to that place,then a boy warmly came to us.He frequently
asked the blonde girl where you are from,you are from Britain,you are from England?

When the girl said that she was from England,the boy approached to her for further
information.He promised her to help us to our destination,and talked lots of words to that girl
about culture,England and others.That girl is not interested in what he said,but the boy never
gave up himself conversation.

When we reached the Ghat mentioned above,he needed to sit near to the girl,and continued his
conversation.Half an hour passed,we went back to the hotel,that girl said he talked too much and
disliked his manner.

11,Mar,2016
Compared with India,China has less tolerance to the rich.Especially,the gap between upper
classes and lower classes has expanded,lots of Chinese people quite hate those children of the
currently rich generation for showing off their luxurious life and laziness.As for the reason behind
this phenomenon,I have lots of evidences to say it is because of inflexible social evolution
system.Post-reform businessmen had worked very hard to accumulate their start-up capitals,but
their children are too spoiled and not making good examples for others.It is also attributed to our
East Asian culture under Confucianism philosophy,where everyone is encouraged to love each
other,moreover,work hard to gain what you desire.Respect is constructed on the basis of
intelligence and attitudes,otherwise,nobody would accept your social status.

02,Mar,2016
It is good to know about Professor N.K Mishra's doubts on Chinese disappointing data statistic
system.Around the world,too many experts including Chinese economists criticize Chinese
national statistic system'

Last last week,I went to Professor JBK's chamber to tell him that I better appreciate Indian
national statistic system.Because I found out that a simple indicator of CPI,Indian government has
collected the data on basis of sector and residence,meaning CPI(industry and agriculture) and
CPI(rural and urban),but Chinese government only releases a national CPI indicator.

Many different commissions are organized by the government to do some surveys in Indian
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economy and other fields,but it is quite scarce to exist in China.It is also obvious that India follows
international statistic standards more quickly and easily,because of government's willingness and
language advantage.China still lags far behind India in terms of following global uniform
standards of industry classification and NAS.

2,Mar,2016
It is good to know about Professor N.K Mishra's doubts on Chinese disappointing data statistic
system.Around the world,too many experts including Chinese economists criticize Chinese
national statistic system.Last last week,I went to Professor JBK's chamber to tell him that I better
appreciate Indian national statistic system.Because I found out that a simple indicator of
CPI,Indian government has collected the data on basis of sector and residence,meaning
CPI(industry and agriculture) and CPI(rural and urban),but Chinese government only releases a
national CPI indicator.

Many different commissions are organized by the government to do some surveys in Indian
economy and other fields,but it is quite scarce to exist in China.It is also obvious that India follows
international statistic standards more quickly and easily,because of government's willingness and
language advantage.China still lags far behind India in terms of following global uniform
standards of industry classification and NAS.

2,Mar,2016
Everyone should be confident of his future and his country's tomorrow.

Until now,I just understood how important for our youths it is to have a constructive approach to
your country's reform and development.

If you always keep some negative opinions on your people,then it is of no use for them to change
themselves in a positive direction.

If your voice is not listened to by others seriously,then your better choice is to develop yourself
silently until your success demonstrates your reputation.

Even if I criticize too much my government,I also know lots of people like me do the same thing
even more radically,it is useless for your people to have a better situation.Why not create
something beneficial for the society and the world under the constraint of systems?

If I have a good platform to speak out,then I can get more attention.Understanding on the current
affairs is not my competitive advantage,because everyone could have almost similar impression
when he reads some articles and newspapers.

I feel disappointed to see those analytic articles related to economic situations or reform
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logic,because it seems that any non-economics laymen could get same results through data
analysis with common sense.

Believe in me,platform is your advantage.Your growth to maturity is determined by your
platform.No real truth inside economics is the real truth,it is just about debate and argument with a
seemingly undeniable logic.The profession of economist in a market economy is more like an
analyst,they use series of data to show their ideas to be correct.

I personally appreciate those academic economists,they do not care much about the current
affairs.They devote much of time to their fundamental research,then the conclusion could be used
by newspapers and Wikipedia as a tool to better understand the economy.

A non-economist person is difficult to get total factor productivity,because he does not know the
production function much.It is much troublesome to make a politician to easily understand the
value of a firm,because he does not know how to correctly value a firm.

2,Mar,2016
News gives us fractional information,so we need to have a complete framework to understand the
society.Actually,too many media workers are not qualified for editing and reporting some
professional topics,because they do not have a good understandings on the background of those
topics.

Still,many news workers had some predetermined opinions on some issues before they worked
for the profession.It is quite clear for American reporters to objectively write many debatable
topics on China,it is because they had been educated to accept some universal values since they
were in childhood.Chinese reporters could not accept gay marriage,campus gunshot,early sex
and so on which are common in US,so they do not write the reports in an objective way to tell
Chinese readers.

For any news media which has an influential voice in editorial column,it should invite or recruit
experts to analyze these topics.However,too many medias still ask those unqualified people with
other field backgrounds to write this.Media should be more professional and specialized,I really
think those students just studying in communications and journalism are unqualified for news
occupation.A country has to develop many think-tanks to better inform their people,news media
can be used as a road to present facts,only facts(if they do not have experts on some professional
aspects).

Obviously,China is lack of think tanks,especially from non-government organizations.A society
should be more and more dependent on think tanks to develop ideas and analyses,news media is
of no use if they can not partner with professional experts.This is a big gap between China and
more developed countries,considering our constraint of political system.

As a citizen,I have responsibility to do some contribution to our society.I should be more
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constructive,instead of destructive.Everything would be better and better,if we do not give up our
dreams and moralities.Nobody wishes others to be worse,because we are basically equally
important.

22,Feb,2016
India's Democracy is crying,also is dying from today's self-experience.Democracy is not afraid of
her people,instead loves her people.

Closing our hostel gates,dispatching polices in hostel,countless security personals around the
campus,barricades everywhere,police cars whistle frequently.

Protests should be controlled,but who said that foreign students would protest against Indian
authority?Dalit class should not be discriminated,democracy is inclusive not someone's rights.

22,Feb,2016
If you develop yourself well,so your soft power is automatically expanded to other corners around
the world;but if you can not gain soft power field,then you should allow your people to learn from
other cultures.

Mind must be open enough to absorb other cultures,so you can have a different angle to see the
world.If you are just conservative to preserve some outdated parts of culture,then you never
progress smoothly.

Culture should not be regulated,free growth of culture is a basic law.I never witness any country
dominates the culture field relying on government's intervention.

A society is only respected on the basis of embracing new phenomena.If you could not provide a
base for your people to get their brain refreshed,then you should keep silence until you are
physically,mentally strong enough.

If no freedom of choice,how possible to have freedom of thinking?

22,Feb,2016
Like this analysis about politics,I really think it is very subjective.Many non-scientists just depend
on their personal feelings to observe the society,however,it is always not credible and trusted.

This is an obvious personal attack.For example,the very reason why India joined AIIB led by
Chinese government is said to be Kowtowing to Chinese authority,how we can explain
UK,France,Germany,Russia,Italy etc all proposed membership in AIIB.
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An excellent analyst should collect series of proofs to show his readers that what he says is
supported by proofs instead of personal feelings.This is why I have some reservations on Chinese
official newspapers,because they just promote their slogans without consideration of basic logic
and facts.

15,Feb,2016
"About Chinese people"

I think more and more Chinese people are open to the dynamic world.China as the largest source
of overseas tourists and international tourism expenditure is encouraging her people to compare
different societies and learn what others are doing well.Any international economy policy
discussion has to include Chinese policy makers automatically,because spill over effects from
China side are felt deeply this days.

Wide and deep eye horizons are essential to our progress to a bright future.Our people cares
much about global events,ranging from USA presidential election to Syrian civil war.We study
global history after "New discoveries",also compare diverse old civilizations from our primary
schools.

Due to language disadvantages for average Chinese people,countless translation works are done
to promote foreign culture,perspectives and philosophies.From any angle of social structure,we
highly believe that after the stage of replication and imitation,innovation and creativity would bring
this country to a new stage.

Our good side is that we absorb all information from Western and Eastern parts,for example,we
establish our understandings on a specific issue on the base of different sources.It is dangerous
to just attribute your belief to a source.

Any one should get informed,because the society is changing too fast.You need to prepare
enough for future challenges and uncertainties.Our people are inspired to get updated so that we
would not be eliminated.

India has produced lots of high level of CEOs,they belong to elite classes through their
non-stopping work.Of course,there are also impressive poor people still suffering from
deprivation.We come to India to understand the real scenario,and learn what their elite class
behave or do to succeed in their career.Our purpose is definitely not to learn non-elite
classes,because they are even unable to get out of the trap of poverty.We need to have a
comprehensive understanding on why they do not have opportunities to take a path to success.

If 1% elite class controls 99% social assets,then our intention is to know why those few people
could overcome difficulties to become respected,instead to behave like what the remaining 99%
masses behave.A nation with 1.2 billion population,the number of elite class should be at least 12
million.We would like to study what Reliance,Tata,Infosys and some other respected firms
did,because a great number of experiences could be learnt from them.
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Except that,Hinduism as a fourth largest religion could also give us happy life.We hope to have a
happier and peaceful life,so we systematically study different religions,because we have strong
motivation to happiness.

We just learn what benefits for us at present and future time,this is called pragmatism.We just
learn how elite class becomes elite,not how non-elite class becomes non-elite in India,this is
called rationality.

We predict India could exploit her potential to continue utilize her influence to humankind
civilization and modernization.

This is also a response to those students who frequently ask me the same questions that why you
came to India for study,and China has very good education institution.Students with science
background always ask me these questions.

 Jan,18,2016
Today,it was my first day for this semester class.I met all of my friends in our department.I still
need to open my mind to absorb all ideas and thoughts from different countries whether they are
situated far away from us or near to us.I have been criticizing my government for over excessive
involvement in stock market activities,but I have to say I still have a great hope on our country and
people.China has to humbly learn from all other countries in terms of lessons and experiences,we
still have a great potential to upgrade our economy structure and social welfare system.Once
innovation is embedded in our enterprises,we are able to compete with any country in the
battlefield of advanced technologies.I am quite sure that China will be smoothly transformed into a
democratic country like our brotherly Taiwan.During this economic recession,overcapacity of
production has been entangled China to a large degree,our reform of supply side implemented
will gradually stimulate all business activities.Financial markets have been a key sector in
Chinese economy,even if we suffer from some difficulties these days,our policy makers are taking
measures to overcome it.Every day,I am in the process of reform and opening up our society,I
have been optimistic about our future.As an ordinary man,what we want to achieve is not
immediately reachable,but we also need to insist on some standpoints,because we are the key
participants in the process of transition.

Jan,18,2016
Afternoon,two students came to me for help related to his Chinese diploma,they said to me there
would be a test of Chinese language.Two question papers brought out in the front of me,I need to
help them translate and find solutions to those challenging questions.One of them suddenly
talked about stock market performance in China,I had some interest on him for his curiosity.In
order to encourage them to not give up this language,I present a truth that Japanese and Chinese
languages are tightly connected,so you could understand both of them.I love some parts of Indian
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culture,because love is just love.I have been realizing that your birth place will not decide the level
of understanding of the place,because language is just a tool for your to go through your
society.Many Chinese people including myself is in confusion,because we need to depend on
outsiders to increase our horizons on the land.

7,Dec,2015
Today,we finally ended our test of rural sociology.I am quite curious about every culture around
the world,especially,those old civilizations.

India is a typical place full of myths.You do not know how her people behave unless you
understand the culture which influenced her people.Nothing is vital compared with culture and
religions,when I recalled what I got through my experience.

Rural community is my favorite place,pure mind and kind heart impress me much.I have been
playing a role in shaping our peoples' views on modernity,it does not mean richness and enough
materials guarantee a happy life.

Diseases,and pressures have been totally destroying urban peoples' life,because you are not
conscious of the dangers around you.Of course, the trend is that urbanization will gradually shift a
large number of people into urban areas.

I appreciate that profess teaching our sociology,because he is not showing off his materials
aspects.We criticize much Chinese professors who just enjoy prestige and rich life without
considering about disadvantageous groups in the society.

Next semester,we will learn urban sociology.From my own angle,I think all subjects under the
framework of social science are interrelated and interconnected.We need to understand
micro-level units in our society,like family,household,village and so on.Many social problems can
not be solved only through one approach,it is the combination of all related methods becoming
the best means to explore social reality.

This time,a student from Sikkim talked to me about lending his bicycle to me for my use.We just
met each other two times due to common subject of rural sociology,but we discussed many things
because of his more understandings on Chinese issues.He said to me that he has only one
female friend in his class,I am doubtful why it is like this?He frankly presented something to me,I
think Indian society should be more tolerant and open.Closeness and narrowness are harmful for
any country.

About bicycle issues,I specially thank Ms Satarupa for her kind words and help.If I can repair that
student's bicycle,then I will tell her about this.Of course,it it is not repairable,then I will ask her for
help.

Wish all of my classmates in India to have a happy winter vocation.You are the best,so,happy life
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is waiting for you.

04,Dec,2015
I have been wishing India could perform much better than China in the field of economic
development.It will give pressures and lessons to Chinese government.Our economics reform is
not fast enough to adapt our economy to changed dynamism,I am very worried that China may
get middle income trap.
Central government is too selfish because of lots of interest groups,liberalization and openness
must be maintained and pushed forward.

AIIB and One belt one road,and RMB internationalization all are just symbolic actions,we need to
humbly learn every country's lessons and experiences to have more innovation and free idea
markets.China is a problem-oriented country,only problem presences will pressure governments
to start their reform agendas.

Humbleness and carefulness should be our values of worker and politicians.Our government's
ideology is actually a hindrance for overseas cooperation.Political transformation needs lots of
commitments and ambitions,of course,President Xi could not have this type of courage and
determination to reform political system.All great statesmen have to suffer from hardship before
being memorized by their people.

04,Dec,2015
Today,I departed from my hostel at 7:30 AM,because I do not have my bicycle at hand.When I
went to classroom,it was too early so that few students were sitting there.

When test time is coming,Professor M.Mishra kindly asked me about my bicycle's whereabouts.I
said to him that there is no problem,I can handle it.

As to today's time series econometrics,I think it is most useful for finance studies.Because as we
know,finance cares about co-movement and risk control.Series of theories were given to show
how different investment strategies could be used for decision making.I have been fond of
investment application in stock market,commodity market,currency market and other markets
from 2008 year.Latest developments related to finance econometrics are helpful for finance
innovation,I most appreciate the innovative ability of Wall Street.Finance is the most flexible and
advance subject in any modern market economy.

Finance only cares about two points,one is return/yield,the other is risk.It is much similar to
economic optimization problem.It means that the maximization of return under constrained risk or
inverse direction.Financial market is the most competitive markets,because countless buyers and
sellers have transaction without meeting each other.In a developed market,indirect finance is
smaller than direct finance,because wealth management can get more returns.
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If you ask me about the most dynamic subject in economics,I think it should be finance
management.I do not have much interest on commercial banks,instead my focus is on investment
banks.The whole asset management and capital movement should be functioned under those
banks.

Financial products traders can win over the whole market if they can control their psychological
factors.However,only few traders could control greediness and fear when these problems
come.This is why success in this sector needs lots of work and practices.Of course,only interest is
not sufficient for us to reach our goal,it needs luckiness and determinations.

Thanks a lot to Professor A.K.Gaur,he helped me at the beginning of admission.I also benefit
much from his words out of classroom,he is humble and willing to be challenged.I respect him
individually.

02,Dec,2015
Today,my bicycle finally leaves me for some other owners.I feel slightly sad,not because I think I
can not ride it any more,so that it will be inconvenient for me in future,but I have some deep
feelings on her.She is kind and good-temper girl,I and she experienced much from BHU campus
to Gangas river.Every time,when I feel uncomfortable,I and she leave BHU campus to far far
places in Varanasi.I brought headphone,played music,then I and she enjoyed the whole road to
our destination.We have friendship from our mutual trust and love,I have treated her as a girl.I
take care of her appearance,so,washing her body is my task and duty.

Now,she was forced to leave me,this is like slavery.That person who forces her to belong to him
has no love,because he does not understand how love should be established on mutual free
choices.Even if I can not meet her like before,I also miss her.Everything for me will be vital once I
pour my feelings into it.I just wish you could live a better life under other person's care.

Although that person took my bicycle without telling me,I will not scold or scorn you.I can think
how needy it is for you,so,you take such a risk.You also want to live a convenient life in
campus,after all,BHU is too vast,but you are unable to purchase it with some reasons.I conjecture
that it may be suitable for you in future,I hope you can gradually change your slightly immoral
behavior,because some day,you may take some risks at the cost of you life.

As to today's exam,it is almost within everyone's expectation.Whatever we learnt can be
summerized into only several pieces of paper.Actually,I prefer to application of statistical
techniques,so,pure theory is not much emphasized.Econometrics is essentially a part of
regression analysis,our objective of doing research in social science is factually finding out
precise causal-effect relationship.Once we apply econometrics,it means that we start empirical
analysis instead of other aspects.We all know that never a famous econometrician just applies
mature econometrics models to explore causal-effect relationship.They are famous for their
contribution to methodologies of econometrics analysis,so,they are essentially statistician and
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theory economists.Econometrics is very suitable for commercial use.

Professor B.V.Singh is a good educator for graduate level students,but not undergraduate
students.The reason is that he leaves majority of works to students themselves,this will improve
students ability to capture core logic behind theories.This time,I wrote slowly,I had to learn last
time lessons.I respect him personally.

After exam,Professor M.Mishra asked me how about the test?I said to him it is ok,but I can not
find out my bicycle.Then,he asked me to report this to dean of social science faculty.I met dean,he
is quite kind and old professor,he gave me helpful suggestions.Even though I lost it,I still have
some confidence it will be back to my front.

I registered this cast to chief police officer in BHU.No hope is worse than what I have done to gain
hope.A Yemani student doing Phd in IAS carried me to this office,thank him.
This is my today's scenario.

01,Dec,2015
Recently,I suddenly got a cold.Even if it is not serious,but I also feel uncomfortable.For majority of
people living in tropical places,it may be called winter season.However,it is like our fall and
spring,the temperature is quite cozy.

As for today's applied microeconomics,it is useful for our understanding on basic rational
behaviors of economic agents.Compared with Macroeconomics,microeconomics is more easy to
be transformed into math form.I have been paying attentive to input and output analysis which is
essential for me to analyze cause-effect relationship.Individuals can act and react to each other's
behaviors,so,game theory is the basic form of marketing analysis.

We all know that,in microeconomics,functions are the best representations of essence of
economics.Demand function,consumption function,expenditure function,cost function,production
function,revenue function,profit function,engel function,utility function,inter-temporal function,etc
are fundamental to economic process.When it comes to me,they all should not be taught much
during undergraduate level,because micro-economics is common sense course.

Professor A.R.Prasad accompanied us to have a semester course,we also gained something
from his works.Economics is of no use,if it is theory-focused subject.Economics is useful because
it is experience-driven and practice-oriented subject.Every phenomenon can be analyzed from
economic perspective,this is why I like economics framework too much.

Why you feel hungry?Because you have no energy,energy is from food.Why you have no
food?Because you do not have money to purchase.Why you have no money?Because you do not
find job and no compensation from government.Why you have no job?Because you are not
educated and skilled,you can not match the market needs.Why you are not educated and
skilled?Because you were poor in your childhood.Why you were poor in your childhood?Because
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your parents did not earn much money to support you.Why your parents did not earn much
money?Because your parents also did not go to school,they were illiterate.Why your government
does not give compulsory orders to force all his citizens to enter into school?Because our
economy is not developing much,so,government has no much public fund to support this
education system.Why your economy is not developing fast?Because our
market,political,institutional,cultural systems all affect economic reform.Why your government can
not change those systems?Because government is constrained to do this action.Why your
government is constrained to take action to reform your systems?Because many self interest
groups inside governments.Why there are so many interest groups?Because they are rational
and selfish economic agents.Why they are rational and selfish agents?Because this is the basic
assumption of economics.Why it should be the assumption of economics?Because this is from
our observation in our daily life,then,we generalize it to apply for all cases.Actually,this is
attributed to philosophy,like epistemology.
Like this type of question and logic,it will guide you to explore the essence,the reality.This is the
beauty of economics framework.

27,Nov,2015
Today,when I rode my bike to the old PG building for our research methodology and computer
application in economics test,I came across a young monk who helped me ever.I found out that
he was walking to his department for test,he must be late for his test,then I asked him to get on
my bike to faculty of arts.

I was hurried to my own building,because I did not what my classroom would be.Last year,I
encountered same problems,it was also professor N.K.Mishra who helped me to find my
classroom.This time,I went to three classroom for enquiry,our Madam professor kindly helped
me,of course,Satarupa helped me for this.Thank all of you.

When it comes to test content,I must say I still do not like this type of test.It has no basis to exam
students' learning aptitudes.You only write and recite with teacher's notes,forced memory is of no
use for later usage.I can memorize anything,because I am young,but I exactly do not enjoy writing
words continuously for three hours.Frankly speaking,I have some reservations about learning
style of research methodology,teachers should give student enough space and structure to think
about different philosophies.If teachers ask students to write down every point of his notes,then it
seems that he has given students standard answers.

Our professor Raman used too many courses to impart philosophical ideas about different
schools.We benefit much from his responsible teachings,but I wish he could emphasize on
practice and implementation.Concepts and ideas are only guidance for our life,but realization of
our life depends on how we actually choose our course of action.Teachers should give students
challenges and problems,then force students to find answers.This is the best way to get effective
methods of learning.I still like Macroeconomics with statistical tools,thanks a lot to our respected
professors and those students who guided me much.
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Philosophy is my whole life subject,only it can give me happy and meaningful life.Without
philosophy,life is foul and static,philosophy enlightens our life.

23,Nov,2015
No more words to say about this.I give special thanks to Mr Jitendra and Mr Vivek with regards to
applied microeconomics.Jitendra is a very punctual and responsible gentleman,if he promises
you something,he definitely make his promise come true.He always invites me to his home in
West UP to have a fun.Vivek is a very generous student,his mind is quite open,his interest on
China is impressive.He is willing to share his good things with his friends,including ideas and
opinions.Those two men deserve my friendship.

At the same time,I send special thanks to Ms Pragatti,Ms Shikha,Ms Swati three girls for their help
to give me a copy of Research methodology.I hope Ms Mahima could return my copy of
A.R.Prasad,you have kept my book for almost one week.Promise is more vital than money.

16,Oct,2015
Today,one of my classmates said to me that she had left MA for another training courses for
primary school teachers.I suddenly got surprised why she would make this decision.

As a girl,she said that stable life needs more secure job status.After MA,she also needs to turn to
job markets for opportunities.Why not grasp this chance at hand?She likes to teach small children
as a teacher,also gets good salaries.

She is a very open and easygoing girl living in Varanasi.I have a very clear and good impression
on her.She told me that she is not interested in research,hence,she planned to stop her MA at the
end of MA courses.I understand her choice with her explanation,life is really about how you think
of it.

From this point,I deeply feel that human capital investment in India is seriously wasted.If a
department could not provide job opportunities to his students,he should not admit too many
students.Opening courses should consider about market demand,if you teach students some out
of dated knowledge,how can they join the firms easily?

I wish her good prospects in future,her name is Vausha(it may be wrong).She is a typical and
impressive Indian girl.

Today,when professor A.R.Prasad talks about his model in his book,then he asks me whether I
understand.I say that I do not have your materials,then he asks me why you do not get materials.I
frankly speak to him,it is difficult to get it,because nobody is wiling to share them with me(It is
over-exaggerated,but I tried asking some of classmates,but I failed to get them).
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16,Oct,2015
It is good for internationalization of Yuan,but as a citizen,I hope there are more reforms from
politics to control on economy.I just trust liberalization plus good governance from visible
hands.The world has many reservations about China's government,I also criticize the
system,because education is to empower us to evaluate all things in a critical way instead of in
narrow-minded manner.

20,Oct,2015
Inauguration ceremony of Department of Economics is going on.Many classmates who did not
leave campus are attending this ceremony.All teachers are excited to welcome Vice-chancellor to
open a new chapter in this department.

It is pitiful to say that all words are Hindi,I do not understand it ,so,I give up taking any photo to tell
my friends.Actually,Indians are good at English,so,state governments want to reserve some
space for Hindi,so that they make speeches by Hindi more times.The situation is
different,Chinese government forces people to learn English,because English is not frequently
used in our daily life.

It is not about language,for me,culture and tradition should be founded on the basis of daily
language,but working and public language should follow global trend.

Wish department to be better and better,and teachers are more professional and diligent.More
and more foreign students join in the expansion process of department of Economics.Wish China
and India could develop faster and faster hand in hand,cultural ties are tighter and
tighter,business activities are more prosperous.

11,Oct,2015
Wish all of my dear friends to have a wonderful Diwali night!Thank you Satarupa for your carefully
prepared gifts for me,especially,that small piece of note.Please help me express my gratitude to
Mr RISHABH,it is impressive to have a worship in the context of Hinduism.I also need to make an
apology for my carelessness to not get your calling,so that it worries much.Crackers could
maintain a heavy festival atmosphere,at the same time,we should take care of our ears in our
young periods.Diwali is as grand as our Spring festival,all members are unified together to
talk,hug,embrace.An ethnic with deep religious belief is always happier than those without,I have
to my next generations to follow some sincere super natural belief for self salvation.
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9,Oct,2015
Snehil,is one of my classmate.He is from Varanasi,and his parents are educating students.In
China,students have obligations to respect teachers,so,I especially thank my high school teacher
for his work for me.

Snehil,is very sincere student in my impression.He takes my questions or problems very seriously
every time.I can trust him more than some funny students.He can do something for you with
dedication.

Snehil should have a bright career future and happy family from my perspective.Trust is
something beyond culture and conventions.Of course,all my classmates are very friendly to
me,tell me many things about India and their stories.

I have been in India for a long period of time,I still face many internal mind issues.I can not face
death or any other accidents,because I feel extremely sad to separate from those relatives and
innocent people.I want inner peace and calmness forever,I get a lot from this land.I thank Gangas
river and sacred atmosphere for me to rethink about life and pursuit.

Wish all of you to enjoy biggest festival---Diwali,I also celebrate with local people near Gangas
river.I have a dream,during my whole life,I want to jump into Gangas river to swim.

05,Sep,2015-24,Sep,2015
1.When I check the land system in rural India,I have to say that Indian land system is a big failure
for her large number of rural dwellers.Land reform after independence was not radically
implemented on the basis of fair redistribution of existing land holdings,so that,many sticky
problems get her rural villagers trapped in a vicious trap.Sometimes,I must think about whether so
called inefficient democracy process is effective to take after those untouchables and bounded
farmers.Supposing the central government initiated a serious redistribution plan on land after
independence,hence,government strictly punished those cunning and greedy landlords who
violated legislation,then the current scenario would be much better and optimistic for
disadvantageous villagers.

2.Actually,for foreigners,it is better not to have a deep understanding on Caste system specific to
India.It is only because that under an unknown background,everyone from India is no different
from others.

There was a nice conversation with Mr Sneigh about rural society in India,I have to admit that he
is really sincere and frank to others.He said that he has one more brother excluding several
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sisters,and both of his parents are teachers.However,he has a deep feeling on his land about 10
hectors,his family hires labors to work for his land.He has a big joint family with about 60
members living together,naturally,there are numbers of rooms holding them.I said to him how they
can cook such amount of food provided to members of the joint family,he replied that his mother
and sisters all cook collectively to prepare food for them.Unsurprisingly,he said that all budget
affairs are controlled by his mother instead of his father,even if his father is responsible for family
affairs.Intercaste marriage should not be allowed,hence,he does not have a plan to get marriage
with a girl from other castes.

In first class,Professor Raman suddenly jumped his description of his experience of visiting China
during his comparative study on village non-agriculture economic activities between India and
China.He said that Beijing and Shanghai are really really modern and
developed,unexpectedly,when he visited some villages in China to get reality through observation
and interaction with locals,he never thought how a village could be so modern.In that village,there
are almost all facilities needed by residents,e.g,shopping mall,entertainment facilities,hotels and
so on.However,he said one more sentence that majority of Chinese people do not like
Indians,but on the street,too many warm people around him asked with smile ,"are you
Indian?""are you India?",at this time,he felt happy and impressive.

I replied to him,there are many image projects constructed by local governments to show off their
achievements when upper level leaders come to them to evaluate their accomplishments.I also
said that Chinese people are interested in Hindu valley civilization,but Chinese government often
spreads some misunderstandings to his people to incur narrow minded nationalism.As for
modernity of Chinese cities,I humbly and frankly speak that majority of Chinese cities have the
qualification to be called modern cities,but Chinese government has not done enough to support
his people.Professor Raman is appreciated,he and NK Mishra did some researches on Chinese
development model.It is no doubt that he often refers to socialism and government dominance in
the market economy

3.Life should be an adventurous existence,otherwise,it would wither sooner or later.I come to
India,because I partially bet my future on India's economic tie with China,this is also risky.One of
my classmate opted Chinese as his diploma course next two years,this is also a risky business
even if he said he had no choice but to take Chinese.Anyway,I like this type of life,it is worthy of
my action.

4.All things related to individual behavior should be analyzed on the basis of "his culture".If we do
not understand his culture,then we are unable to evaluate his action in a reasonable way.

Every one always treats his own culture to be the best one,hence,he subconsciously behaves
himself under his culture framework.Religion is no exception,in contrast,religion is more mutually
exclusive.If you ask different religious devotees,they always explain you that his religion is
enlightening you the universal truth.
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For our atheists,nothing is more powerful than your own will.From those cases mentioned
above,we get some ideas that "culture relativism" is needed to critically judge individualistic
behavior.Globalization is a big threat for diverse cultures,this arouses the awareness of local
ideologies,therefore,conflicts start to challenge over-inflated globalization.

In a small community,the organization structure is like a pyramid;likewise,in a global
world,pyramid-shaped social structure wants to govern all parts of cultures.After the whole
process of natural elimination of cultures,the only one of them could be survived.These
days,Western cultures dominate in the global village,many cultures are forced to surrender,but
some of them have to continue competing even fighting with the mainstream cultures.
This is the root of conflict?

5.Today,I attended sociology class in New PG building.I admire that professor teaching rural
sociology for students outside sociology department,even if I really understood nothing due to
language difficulties.He is not addicted to dresses and phone brand,if he is staying outside
campus,it is likely that nobody knows he is a professor,but he is full of experience and theories
thanks to his long-time teaching.A real professor has no time to care about which phone is
best,which dress is most expensive,what he focus on is his research objectives.He uses that out
of date Nokia phone,but it does not affect his image in my mind in a negative manner.

To the contrary,many so-called teachers spend too much time on material stuff,they purchase the
newest smartphone,fashionable dresses,luxurious furniture and so on,but they forget their
identities of teachers.This problem is much serious in my home land,many professors wear
beautiful suits,but some of them do not equip themselves enough insights into a subject.Anyway,I
am not qualified for research,it is not my intention to become a researcher,but I really appreciate
some of Indian teachers.

6.Today,I coincidentally talked to one of my classmates about Indian society to confirm some info
related to Indian social issues.Gradually,I find that I am dedicated to Indian society aspects.You
can never observe some phenomena in other countries like in India.

We discussed about sticky social issues facing India,caste
system,sanskritization,marriage,dominant caste,dalit and advasis,literacy,child labor,human
trafficking,bondage labor,panchayate system,health system,PDS,Rural employment act,land
distribution,communalism,regionalism,caste-based business,linguistic based state,state nation
and nation state framework,crime,slavery,domestic violence,women social status,scheduled
castes and tribes,OBC,Zamindari system,Jajmani system,market in village,social inequality and
exclusion,discrimination against differently abled,women,lower caste people,woman
safety,cultural diversity,communism and Naxalite,and so on.

These problems exist in almost every country,just to a varying degree.China has lots of social
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problems,but it is slightly different from India.Comparison between different objects,then we get
insights about the reality of the society.

7.Today,I went to boys hostel with the invitation of one of my classmates.Unexpectedly,I found out
that there is a serious problem in Economics department.One of my junior said that he is not
interested in research of economics,the reason why he joins BHU is that he could get enough
space to prepare for public service exam at a lowest cost.Once he passes the exam,then he
would leave department for that public sector position.He said that if he could not succeed in
getting a seat in public service department,then his parents would pressure him too much.If he
joined a university for study,his parents would not give him pressures during his study.

I can not judge whether it is good or bad,but it is just a reflection of job prospects for young
graduates.Up to this moment,I really understand why India produces the largest number of
engineer graduates annually.Manufacture is never over emphasized in a transition country.

8.1.For me,market activities are more attractive compared to academic activities.Once I get some
insights on life and death,I still want myself to be socialized in a broader ozone.To serve society
can take various means,market is more challenging and vivid than university.I plant to work for
bank supervisory body or security supervisory body in future.The best choice is to engage myself
to investment banks to fight with the most brutal group,like Wall street.

8.2.Cheng Boming is the CEO of the largest brokerage company--CITIC in China,he is my most
senior from the same finance department,but he was under investigation due to his insider
trading.This reflects some big issues related to financial markets,it is far away from maturity.

9.At this time,I sense that theoretical research is really scaring.When I recall how frustrated I was
so long as I picked up a top level Chinese Economics journal to have a look during my
undergraduate.There are too many seemingly sophisticated formulas and models,however
carefully reading it,I could not understand it at all.

When you had this type of terror to face a problematic case during your childhood,then it is quite
challenging to overcome it in your adulthood.When I read English journals,I found out that their
researches are aimed at solving some specific problems around them.It is not compulsory to
apply too too complex formula and models to your article,sometimes,it is likely that analysis of
data is sufficient to proof your hypothesis.

It is a piece of good news for a so depressed student,Chinese university hurt me too much owing
to their deliberate promotion of useless logic.Before this,I never considered those paper compiled
from different sources to be called "research",and I ignore it.However,up to now,I get some
inspired from Indian scholars.What can called research is that they could help you find some facts
or proof some your hypotheses using any possible means.Whether it is chart,graph,table,figure
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and so on,the main purpose is too show others that your conclusion is reliable and credible.

For example,I would like to understand the impact of literacy rate on health index.The procedure
does not command a lot of complicated models and formulas,on the contrary,reading others'
articles,then collecting data,finally,analyzing data.The single principle is to proof that your
conclusion is based on careful analysis of data and other materials.

The intention of research is to get insight from your observation and intuition,under it,we could
use any possible techniques to persuade readers into believing in us.Sometimes,even if there is
no any data list,we just compile whatever others have already written before,it is also qualified to
be named a research on the condition that some genuine contributions to existing fields.

I checked some Phd theses submitted by Indian students,finding that their topics are largely
related to a specific region.They took a district or state as their study field,then their objectives are
to solve some detailing problems within this region.Because very few studies about this topic
have been done,hence,their experiments are really useful for newcomers to further explore the
facts.Their data are almost primary,doing survey,interview,questionnaire,participatory observation
are their approaches to data collection.

In my mind,I have been conservatively insisting that all research topics should be international
affairs,at least national affairs.For state affairs,I am worried that data resources are not sufficient
enough for analysis,so,I neglect many interesting facts relevant to my community,district and city.

Indian sociologists observed village phenomena for a long time,they wrote books to summarize
what they experienced through this process.Many famous but genuine points are also
generalized,like Sanskritisation,Dominant Castes,Caste-based business,marriage,etc.

Amartya Sen,contributed much to welfare economics,because he is really addicted to explanation
of starvation,deprivation,poverty,freedom,capability,function,being and doing thanks to his painful
experience in his childhood.He did not apply those advanced models and formulas to proof his
points,in contrast,his articles and books are influenced by his philosophical perspective.

When I have some ideas about this,I am relieved.

10.I have been chanting that culture is always relative,when we draw any conclusion on others,we
have to base our judgement on his culture and context.

Everyone always thinks his own culture is the best one among all streams of cultures,ask why?He
replies to you because of many reasons.If you ask a Buddhist whether Buddhism is good or
not,he would definitely place his belief in a superior position without hesitation;If you ask a Muslim
about his religion,he also responds his religion is absolutely universal true;Likewise,when a
Christian is interviewed to talk about his belief,he is quite confident that the church is the only way
to our reality.
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For different places,what can be called kindness is also diverse.Especially,when we come to
freedom term,actually,we should not set individuality as the foundation of freedom.In Western
philosophy,first thing is individual freedom,second thing is just nation-state,therefore,individual
freedom is above state freedom.They debate that state is a social contract among a nation's
people,without people's agreement,state would be baseless.Naturally,Western perspective would
not allow state to interfere into personal affairs.

This logic has been treated as a gold law of political philosophy.However,many problems arise
due to emphasis on individual freedom,and these problems have seriously contradicted the
starting point.Our real society is like a pyramid,so,hierarchy is endogenous part of the system.In a
scarce society,there are winners and losers,and winners get all.Unfairness caused by individuality
structure leads to a lot of non-observable oppression and exploitation among his people.As you
understand,oppression and exploitation is loss of freedom.At this time,individual freedom is not
harmed by state instead by free people.What is implication is that any society pursuing personal
freedom always sacrifices a part of his people's freedom to maximize other small part of people.

This is a root cause for ideal Marxism to influence the world,because the reality is no freedom for
the whole people in a society full of beliefs of individuality.Unfortunately,Communism is too far to
be implemented,it directly brings authoritarian style leadership to those communist controlled
nations where individual freedom is largely exploited and oppressed by state.It means that
whatever social system we are in,our freedom is never fairly distributed.Universal truth may be
that normal distribution of all things is highly possible.Despite this fact,some states have a
standardized normal distribution of freedom,but other states have skewed or piked distribution of
freedom.

Those case mentioned above is not my theme.I would like to show that how different people with
diverse contexts understand some so-called universal value.You may say this is moral
philosophy,and morality is never based on facts,so,it is meaningless to discuss about
this.Actually,whether you observe or not in your life,when a student from a family that likes to
control a child's action any time,you find his view on freedom is opposite to majority of you.

A child used to be directed by his parents during his childhood,whatever he is going to do,he
would subconsciously consider to get permission from his parents.Once he forgets to counsel this
to his parents,what waits for him is strict scold and beating.After a period of time,he has been
institutionalized or educated to take action only after having permission,otherwise,he feels
extremely uncomfortable and pitiful.Gradually,he is not willing to make any personal decision,all
things would firstly be referred to his parents with his own wish.Up to the moment,while asked
about freedom,he would confess to you that freedom means doing everything under guidance of
his parents.Provided that you question him why he is used to being submissive your
parents,surprisingly,you would be told that it seems that he has a strong sense of loss of freedom
without parents' involvement.

This is why we often make mistakes with regard to this cultural relativism.If you do not analyze a
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person's cultural contexts,we are unable to definitely judge his morality and mindset.Language
also plays an important role to affect human beings' ways of thinking.

04,Sep,2015
How sad!Today ,just now,I heard about that Teacher day was celebrated by our department.I just
wonder why there is no any info related to this event sent to our email.

Anything is happening in our department,I am always the last one to get informed.It may be my
personal problem,but it should be more ascribed to the collapsed information network in this
department.

Among those teachers,obviously,Professor Raman,and M Mishra are the most appreciated
faculties in terms of spreading information.This is the basic responsibility to undertake,this should
be improved more or less in Economics department.After all,all professors teach that information
is playing a fundamental role in efficiently allocating scarce resources,why some teachers do not
follow this universal law.

Last semester,Satarupa helped me much,so that I could stay up with latest development in our
class.This semester would be tough enough,no way to escape it,but to accept it and face it.

01,Sep,2015
We young generations could explore the truth of history taken place,so,it is a good sign for
political progress.After WWII,Japan,Korea,Taiwan all were poor countries,but East Asia really
created history in terms of social development.We must remember that Japan lent low interest
loans to China for project constructions,there were large amount of economic aid granted to
China from Japan.Now days,China has some good economic progress,the incumbent
government intentionally distorts the history and nurture nationalism among those uninformed
people.Japan's security bill was changed or not,it is their choice,we should not impose historical
tragedies on Japan to express our anger.Once you visit Japan,you would find out that Japanese
and us share too many commonalities dated back to several thousands ago.We must admit that
Chinese government should not distract our people's attentions from political reform through
military parade or other international issues.Economic affairs have been heatedly debated
because of over intervention over private fields and overburden on cooperates and
households.Without political reform,economic slowdown would shake social structure,we do not
hope middle income trap would come to us.

Frankly speaking,Western media should be respected and appreciated including Indian
media,they expose most serious issues to readers.However,we also have some reservations that
they just continuously report somethings different from what they experienced in their own
countries,then when we consider about Syrian situation and Yemen situation,we really hated
these types of so-called media neutrality.From Western media,almost all news related to China
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are negative and pessimistic,I am doubtful why there should be like this.Once China
collapsed,then we also understand that those powerful countries would start their
exploitation.This world is never perfect and has standard uniform systems,I just recall what
premier Zhou Enlai said that every country should pursue common interests based on tolerance
of differences.

From self interest perspective,every one wants to retain the absolute power to become a
permanent empire,but history tells us that history will never remember those leaders pursuing self
interest at the cost of their people.Nobel peace prize gives Chinese dissidents
encouragement,they persist in taking action to change China's political process even if they are
threatened to death.Sometimes,we also need to understand that state capitalism in
China,Singapore,it is much helpful for economic rapid progress compared with those low-efficient
market capitalism.

Anyway,We look forward to having smooth transition.We wish every one around the world make
their dream come true.No conflict and war and terrorism.

21,Aug,2015
Robert Shiller professor is an expert in behavioural finance field,I ever read his book "Irrational
prosperity" focusing on asset bubbles and real estate bubbles problem in USA.His finance theory
course has been translated into Chinese language video sharing platform for several
years,hence,we enjoyed his course online several years ago.

He was ever invited to China to talk about Chinese economy,especially,property market in
China,due to his authority in Case-Shiller Index.In 2013 year,Nobel prize in Economics was
granted to three financial economists including him,because Chinese universities always invite
those Nobel laureates to take a lecture,hence,we are slightly familiar with American Economists.

Actually,Chinese professor Chen Zhiwu is Shiller's colleague,Professor Chen is finance teacher in
Yale,he also co-founded a hedge fund-Zebra capital management which applies many models to
reduce market risk getting returns.This is professor Chen's Page:http://som.yale.edu/Zhiwu-Chen
He is quite influential in China due to his attention paid to China's transitional economy,and his
several books talking about some basic logic behind finance and insurance.

My favorite economist is the most influential Hongkong Economist-Steven N S Cheung,he
influenced too many young economy scholars after 1978 reform policy of China.This is a part of
reason why New institutional school of Economics is quite popular among Chinese
academicians,such as,Douglass North,Ronald Coase,Oliver Williamson,Armen Alchian,Harold
Demsetz are most welcomed Economists in China,thanks to their research related to property
right,institution factor,transaction cost is closer to China's economic reform.
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25,Aug,2015
Today，I and another one classmate(a kind girl) went to department of political science to counsel
our time table of elective paper.I suddenly felt that she is really kind and friendly due to his
sincerity and frankly attitudes,even if she said that so she has some problems related to English
language.She directly said to me that she had 4 sisters,and wished to get a seat of PHD under
professor M Mishra,so she tried to pass through a high level Net test,so that she could get
sponsored by government fund at the total amount of monthly 25000 Rupees.She is sincere to
answer your question,open to us to share something interesting.

It is good experience for me to meet that professor who would become the teacher of the elective
paper,he asked me about myself,and why I come into BHU and so on in English.I momentarily
found out that he placed importance on China,because of his teaching of international
relation.However,when he told us that our time table is overlapping with the course schedule,it
seem that I have to choose something new.

At this time,I met professor M Mishra,he always smiles.He is impressive.

18,Aug,2015
We know there are many problems in Xinjiang,it may be our government's relentless oppression
on Muslims.

However,when we recall what happened to our Xizang(Tibet) people even if they faced same
problems related to religions.

As a Chinese citizen,we all are angry with bombing terror attack in Thailand(if it is true),if it is
undertaken by some groups from Xinjiang,then it is unpardonable.

Our government has to take serious measures to curb such offensive actions,we need to remove
them totally.Tibetans are willing to immolate themselves to express their dissatisfaction over
government's policies,but Xinjiang Muslims are too radical,too brutal,they always make terror
attacks towards innocent people to find an outlet for anger.

Those radical and extremist Uighurs in Xinjiang should understand that Chinese powerful
soldiers could wholly remove all of you at any time.Governments give you much fiscal budget
transfer to improve your welfare,if you are not satisfied with religious policies,why not learn what
Tibetans do?

I appreciate Tibetan's spiritual tolerance,Xinjiag could never be separated to have a sovereign
status(East Turkestan).If you revenge undemocratic government through killings of innocent
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Chinese,then we are all not scared of you,instead we need to remove those terrorists and
separatists at any cost.

We all have a similar situation in terms of democracy status in China,but we do not kill others to
send a signal to government for his policy change.It is because we are civilized and educated,we
know that democratic progress needs a period of time,it may take several generations to have a
more religion-tolerant social system.

Killing innocent individuals is not pardonable ,never,never.If you do it,we have to remove you
wholly.Those people want to declare Xinjiang's independence from China,you may imagine
once Taiwan declares independence,all pre-installed missiles and weapons would completely
destroy Taiwan from any direction.

19,Aug,2015
These days,all bad news .Let us talk about some inspiring tomorrow about China.

If we are more optimistic, then provided that China could continue keeping growth rate of annual
7% for next 10 years,China could overtake USA to become the largest economy in terms of
nominal GDP(Given growth rate of USA annually at 2%).If China has enough competitive
advantages on created and manufactured goods,then we consider about possible large
proportional appreciation of Chinese RMB,then China could surpass USA with shorter time.We
understand

PPP GDP is not a good indicator for international comparison of economy power,after all,less
developed countries could not bear much high cost of goods and services.For instance,India has
third largest economy in terms of PPP GDP,but we should understand Indian average price level
is much lower than USA.A same person in USA with his annual income comes to India,he could
buy much more products in India,compared to his purchasing power in USA.Hence,it is
meaningless to say China is the largest economy on the basis of PPP GDP,Chinese people could
not tolerate so expensive price level as it is in USA.

Once Chinese Yuan becomes a member of IMF SDR in near future,then internationalized RMB
would be widely used in international trade settlements and offshore bond issues.Currently,many
central banks around the world have established bilateral currency swap ties with Chinese central
bank in order to directly used RMB to make payment of deficits of current account and capital
account.In future,in global borrowing and lending practices,Chinese firms could directly use RMB
to their counterparts,it means less risk of foreign exchange.The condition for more holding of RMB
is that central bank of China should maintain RMB's internal and external value.

15,Aug,2015
Happy Independence day for all Indians on 15th,Aug,2015.
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India will never be neglected,without India,the world is not tact.Why?Civilization of Hinduism is too
widely spread especially in South Eastern Asia. Our people get deep influence of Buddhism that
originated from Nepal and India.

Liking India is on the basis of culture and its philosophy.Her people have strong resistance to
outer forces.Her people have sacrificed too much under different invaders.Several times
starvation in history caused shocking number of deaths.However,even if they are beggars,they
enjoy their situations.It makes you believe that life is a pure status of mood.

Really want to learn comprehensively Indian philosophy,especially,her explanation to
life,death,etc.

13,Aug,2015
These days,I do not update this,it is because of my time spent on Chinese dairies.

We all know that our society is much complicated,like China,every day,many new policies come to
our people,we need to quickly capture the core points on different social issues.

We need to understand our economy problems,then we need to investigate how can we reform
some tough barriers,so that our country can improve much.

I have been committing myself on social security programs.I need to have Western Europe-style
welfare system to protect our people from any potential risks.National health care has been a
warm topic in China,we know our government has done much to cover all citizens from rural
areas to urban areas,but our public hospitals are still rigid to face a customer-oriented health
market.Our government has been intervening in our society too much,it directly affects our
transaction cost of economy.When our local government has a huge outstanding debt(which is
equal to our all government annual fiscal revenue),central government is still manipulating our
financial system trough stated own banks and finance ministry,central bank to finance these
projects which are on the process of construction.All in all,too much too much.

Our people are more and more accustomed to market economy,this is a good sign for our
future.Economy progress must be on the basis of democracy and rule of law. CPC is a
problematic machine to operate this society,because it is above the law even
constitution.Actually,we are free to talk about politics,but we are not allowed to talk about
something that is a threat to the government.

Around the world,I do not find much difference among our people.We all share the same common
values.I really dream that every one can have a prosperous and happy life around the world,there
would be no conflict and war.There is no dominant power,we have almost same political
system,our economy is strong enough.

Reading history is an approach to our understandings of the world.I have been looking forward to
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predict the society trend.However,it is a long process to go.I bought a world map,every day,I stare
at it,I analyse why the world is like this.

Material is vital for our life,but if I can die for my dream,I feel happy.India needs more
progress,and more inclusive policies to save some marginallized people,when I stayed in Delhi,I
observed two sides along a same street,one side is white collar bankers,fund
managers,politicians;but the other side is undernourished beggars,still moaning slowly.The
society is not fair even if it is free to choose.

What is my dream?I dream of working for Wall Street,then earned money could be given to some
unlucky people.What is life?Life is uncertain.

07,Aug,2015
Due to demographic change in China,our government is considering about relaxing the "one child
policy" which was implemented in 1980s in order to prevent over inflated population.

Now days,our government has reformed this "one child policy" with expertise advice.After late
2013 announcement,if one of your parents has no siblings,then government allows your parents
to have two children.One more thing is that our government would decide whether it is necessary
to totally relax this condition of "separate two child policy" in 2015,once decided,then all couples
would be allowed to have two children without any additional conditions.

The following links would be beneficial for your comparison among different countries in terms of
population growth rate,emigration/immigration,population at the age of 60+,age dependency
ratio,labor force and so on.
0.http://data.stats.gov.cn/english/easyquery.htm?cn=C01(National Statistics Bureau)
1.http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/population-by-country/
2.http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/anSP.POP.DPND
3.http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.TOTL.IN

You can make comparison with India,then you would find that Chinese population
median age is much higher than India(35.7 to 26.6),our share of population at the age of 60+ is
much higher than Indian(14% to 9%).Like our father and mother generation,that is baby booming
time,they all have many siblings,but they are aging to 60 years old,hence,our workforce would be
up to peak before 2020,then it would decline much.From salaries scale,we also can find some
signal of lacking of labors in China,salaries can only be shaped on the basis of productivity and
demand-supply,increase in our average salaries is partially explained by productivity
improvement,the remaining part should be ascribed to low supply of labor.

However,our urbanization rate is just 53%,which is much lower than other developed
countries,so,we have much potential of economy growth through extensive urbanization which
would encourage farmers to immigrate into urban areas,hence,property markets,public facility
investment,services sectors and even those overcapacity sectors would have large space for
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growing.

With regard to the old,our government initiated series of policies to provide social
securities,pension fund improved much(before,our model was pay as you go,even some public
employed directly got retirement without paying one rupee during their working for
government),you may check this link which gives you a glance at different social security
programs among countries:http://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/progdesc/ssptw/index.html
About health care in China,now-days,every citizen in China can get access to our two basic
health care insurances:one is basic health insurance for urban workers ,second is basic heath
insurance for rural and urban dwellers,of course,many provinces still divide basic health
insurance between rural dwellers and urban dwellers,in rural areas,it is new rural cooperative
medical insurance.Every citizen can get reimbursement at the average rate of 50-60%，after this
first reimbursement,then we have catastrophic diseases insurance which can again reimburse
50% fees to patients,furthermore,we have medical aid to those poor people.

Anyway,it would take a long process to construct satisfactory system.I wish it be helpful for your
understanding on China a little bit more.

A link about non-natural death around the world:
http://www.worldlifeexpectancy.com/world-rankings-total-deaths

May,16,2015
India has a long way to real market economy.

All shops even banks start their operations at 10:00 -11:00 o'clock,but they close their doors at
very early time.

I do not trust much our Hostel Mess,because they do not take much responsibility of us when we
get any problems with food provided by them.Many times,in food,there are some small
stones,insects,hair and so on,they employ one child to wash all plates,but the boy does not wash
them well.

In terms of food quality,I can frankly say that they always purchase those low level
fish,vegetables,rice etc.They use newspapers to cover food,when I witness this scenario,I hardly
vomit to death.I really do not believe hands are naturally without bacteria,so when they use hands
to hold old money,then they continue using them to cook food for you,Oh,my god,it is really
unacceptable.

Generally speaking,we do not believe in communist party's actions,because nobody supervises
them at all;However,when it comes to democratic India,I think the most unreliable agent is
government,because history tells us that when many people are killed in an accident,no officials
get sacked.
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This is why I do not drink so-called purified water,because disease comes chronically.When you
know that water comes from dirty Ganges river in which many dead bodies are decomposed,you
really feel disgusted.

When some shopkeepers use second-hand bottle to contain 1 ML tapping water,then they
continue selling this as mineral water at the cost of 20 Rupees,I consider it is unpardonable.

This is just a corner of a big iceberg which I experienced in India.

Chinese greedy people are also behaving badly,I just want to beat them to death when I meet this
case.

May,15,2015
It is high time I write down some personal feelings about Dynamic Macroeconomics.Today,I feel
much better because I went to health centre for treatment of affected skin.

On that day of test of Statistics,I hardly bore the pain caused by the affected part on my forehead.I
could not sleep,regardless to say,think about something well.It just gives me deadly painful
feelings in my brain.

Today,Dynamic Macroeconomics should be withing our expectation,but time management is bad.I
did not finish the last question,so many procedures are omitted intentionally,then I directly got
answers.If this type of behavior happens in Chinese universities,then it is no problem,because all
professors are result-oriented.If your result is correct,they will check your procedures carefully;on
the contrary,once your result is wrong,it is pitiful that your procedures would be less likely to be
checked.

Actually,Dynamic Macroeconomics is all related to growth of economy.What factors have vital
impact on economic growth?How they have effect on economic growth?How government uses
some deliberate policies to guide economy into equilibrium?Many topics are covered.

We all know that capital derived from saving or FDI is too essential for economic growth,so
governments in developing countries encourage households and firms to save large part of
income for future investment.India's interest rate is quite attractive,it is almost two times more
than China's interest rate.However,China's saving rate like other Eastern Asian countries,is near
to 50%,that is quite high.From this point,Indian firms would have more difficulties to finance their
projects through indirect finance.FDI is a big stimulus for developing countries and developed
countries,China indeed has largest FDI these years around the world,due to expansive
consuming market.India has many barriers to attract FDI thanks to its disadvantages in terms of
land use,government administration,worker skills,infrastructures.However,incumbent PM of India
is proactive to promote market friendly environment in India,it will beneficial for India and Indian
people.Sometimes,democracy will be an obstacle for economic development.
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Every one knows how important R&D in a nation is.Currently,almost every new products are
innovated by developed countries with the help of government.Hence,they always enjoy
long-term patent protection,earning large amounts of profit.As a developing nation,we should
firstly imitate the advanced technology,then we improve it to better our society.When it comes to
this field,I have to accept that Chinese companies have the strongest capabilities around the
world to do this.As you know,this is not enough,we need to cooperate to create something new
instead of simple copy,improvement.

Around the world,income inequality is rising instead of vanishing,rich countries are still rich,poor
countries are still poor.Why?It is all connected to unfair international trade rule,financial
rule,economic rule and so on.Developing countries should gather together to dig a hole in the
existing international rule,even destroy it.I really hate some governments' actions.they implement
unfair policies on other countries to exploit their people,then they announce they would grant a
package of aids to these exploited countries.

India has many advantages,too many young people,highly accepted IT and
Pharmacy,Outsource,Calling centre,Aerospace,Financial services,etc.I look forward to witnessing
a great change in India to increase well being to her people.

When it is hot,it will be hard for me to live well.

13,May,2015
Today,I think the questions are quite confusing,especially,the last one question,"Calculate rank
coefficient of correlation",when it tells me calculate Spearman's rank correlation coefficient,then
with the given numbers,only in one minute every one could calculate two small
questions.However,because it does not mention Spearman name,so that I have been confused
about this,and more,the paper should note what the meaning of all signs at least one time in the
front page.

We learnt statistics using different signs to stand for special meanings,but the whole paper only
gives us r,bxy,and so on,these are quite misled when we have different understandings on
them.From this point of view,this paper does not have tight logic.This type of case has not
happened in my memory,but I experienced one time.

So far,I have not understood what the meaning of internal estimation,it is really strange.

Anyway,I just wish I could pass this subject considering my mistake on last question,what is the
meaning of ratio of regression,I have never heard about this in English.

Writing down is to record today's track.Stop it,I feel really hungry.Recently,I sleep on the top floor
every night,then it is highly cool.
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11,May,2015
Firstly,make an apology to Satarupa for not say Bye to her,when I talked to Professor Raman for
Ramsay Model PPT.

Gradually,India has been transformed from moderate Summer to Extremely hot
summer.Yesterday,I did not sleep well due to unbearable hotness in my room,only three hours
were in a moderate sleepy condition.

Let me talk about Social sector and environment Economics.From my inner mind,I much care
about social security program which is attractive factor for me to study in India.I have been
pursuing national health care system in my country,because sickness is our biggest enemy.Many
a youngster does not take his health seriously,only because they never experience the
ambiguous boundary between life and death.

Education is my main focus when I and my friends were dedicated to supporting disadvantageous
pupils and teachers in mountainous areas in Yunnan.Nothing is more important than education
for those remote even isolated villages.This action directly changed my value and perspective in
terms of social justice.In contemporary China,people are quite sensitive to social equity and
equality from education to job markets.

Environment protection is a controversial topic in a fast changing society.Everyone likes to have
more development at the cost of environment degradation,because our last generation has
suffered much from poor conditions.Even if many observers blame Beijing for not take serious
measures to protect environment,a large number of migrants rush to this city for
self-modernization.

All these topics are common sense,due to our experience during our childhood.But every subject
has his own advanced methodology and techniques.Therefore,We all are short men when we
continue this field in future.

Anyway,I wish the summer could leave us quickly,life is too harsh in a sweltering day.

08,May,2015
Agriculture sector is important,but the popularity of agriculture related subjects is not high at least
in China.If you tell others that you get admission into agriculture university,they will laugh at you
for your irrational choice.This atmosphere is quite prevalent,so,entrance marks are relatively low
compared with other subjects.In many universities,they do not provide agriculture courses,of
course,agriculture economics is not available.
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Agriculture economics becomes a sub-subject of agriculture finance,it focuses on how to use
financial instruments to support agricultural production.Cooperative communities are encouraged
due to central government's promotion,we have been borrowing experience from Germany and
Taiwan to strengthen farmer's negotiation capacity and risk-resistance capacity.

As for pricing of agriculture products,this is a new field for financial engineering students,because
they do research on futures and options with complicated pricing theories.Chicago is a vital
centre for global agricultural product's allocation with his pricing discovery mechanism.

Analyzing agriculture product value chain is an essential topic for management students,because
from seed to factor input to marketing,the whole chain should be smoothly run.Whether you
believe or not,global agricultural products are priced by financial institutions especially investment
banks.Because of existence of Chicago mercantile exchange,so we should know it controls the
price of primary products from there.

There is no any country becoming rich only dependent on agriculture sector,New
Zealand,Canada,Australia,Argentina are also not only dependent on mineral ores,milk.

08,May,2015
Today is a special and impressive day.When I went to department office for admit card of exam
the day before yesterday,many students told me that we should write our test in old building of
faculty of social science.I deeply believe in that,however,when I rushed to old building,I found
nobody can be found.

I know I have no choice but to continue searching for my classroom.I returned to that bullet board
for classroom number,I was so frustrated with that because of nothing there.When I was trapped
there,I suddenly saw professor NP Singh in a classroom.I was hurried to talk to him for help,he
asked another one working staff to help me.They all spoke Hindi,I did not understand at all,I
worriedly ask them for help,I and the kind brother ran to the grass ground,then I jumped to the
other side till new building.

It is still no direction in front of me.I walked back and forth in the ground floor,but I only saw closed
room with lock.I compromised to myself to plan to slow down,at the same time,Professor NK
Mishra came to me,he asked me which room number.I replied to him 250,he said upper
floor.However,when I rushed to upper floor,I still found nothing.When I decided to go down to NK
Mishra again,Pargarati said to me it is located in the top floor.Suddenly,I hardly lost my breath.

As for public policy and social choice theory,it is not new subject at all for majority of
students.From government revenue to government expenditure,and government action to
economic conditions,how they impact the economic agents and so on.How can we explain
interest group lobby behavior,how to understand party politics,how to get maximum social welfare
when one policy is implemented,etc.
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What I get is that economics logic can be used to any fields for economic explanation.From
politics to law,from behavior to health,education,economics is the master of all subjects.We
should know whether democracy is perfect for society or not.How to devise the optimal taxation
system to take care of economic efficiency and equity in the society.How the economic
departments are interrelated to each other,when we impact one sector,the other related sector
also will get affected due to free choice and pursuit of self-interests.

It should be meaningful and useful for a student to understand operation mechanism of the
government.When we are informed,we know how to affect government's action to get our
interests at the cost of others.If it is written using computer,I could write quite fast,but it is unreal.

Today is special day,These days are too hot,I can not sleep well,I do not read at all,day time,just
for sleeping.It seems that hotness is my enemy,how to defeat it is my task.All in all,Public policy
and social choice should be based on moral philosophy and justice subjects.We should have
foundations of equity and efficiency,democracy and social choice.

Say you next time,Environmental and social sector Economics

02,May,2015
An interesting case happening in our hostel.

Following my foot step(I posted a paper to express our condolence for Nepalese people ),a PG
level Sri Lankan student studying Journalism posted a paper in which there is a proposal made
that we should complaint about unclean even dirty bathroom in our side of hostel due to
irresponsible cleaner recruited by hostel administration.

When I go through the door,I suddenly find that some responses have been straightforwardly
given near to that paper.Some think that it is not about cleaner's attitude to his duty,all we should
ascribe the problem to is misbehavior of some of students residing in the hostel.

They blame some of students wash their oily utensils in washing sinks improperly,and through big
pack of objects into toilets and so on.

The student who posted the paper is regular food maker in his room,so series of problems come
to his front.

Of course,for a student focusing on Economic behavior,analyse the case in another one logic with
a simple framework.I could conclude that the proposal is just an approach to expression of public
opinions instead of getting any fruitful result.

What is the logic?It is because of disparity between individual cost and social cost,individual
benefit and social benefit.In our case,it is obvious that the student wish to transfer his individual
cost to the whole community,but gain more individual benefit at the cost of the whole
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community.He does not plan to internalize his individual cost even compensate a part of social
cost caused by him.Even if he is willing to compensate his part of externality,but he does not do it
by himself.

Washing utensils is not only his behavior,instead there are 4 students doing the same thing like
him.If he plans to internalize his externality by self-discipline,once there is at least one student
being unwilling to cooperate with him,his internalization of externality will benefit those students
who do not cooperate with him through self-discipline to keep bathroom clean.Naturally, he is not
willing to lose his benefit to satisfy others,hence,there are two alternative choices in front of
him,one is to give up so-called self-discipline,the other one is to gather all food makers to reach a
group treaty to solve the problem.

However,the last solution will always fail,because that nobody wants to publicly announce he is
cooking food in his room using scarce electricity.Our hostel rules that using cooker and heater is
punishable without permission,every one highly understand that violation of the rule is
problematic to his continuous study in BHU.Finally,students would intentionally tell wrong
information so as to avoid possible secret leak,then cooperation among them is at a low
probability.

If I can use some words to describe what the reality in the case is,they are "rational
ignorance"non-cooperative game","internalization of externality","information asymmetry".

Actually,the process could continue,but we want to stop here.

30,May,2015
Damli,one of my classmates from Northeastern India.

It is likely that we share similar appearance,so we naturally become very good friends.

I have visited his dormitory for many times for many cases,it is just because of his sincerity and
devotion to friends.

Many people said that Indian Northeastern place is quite backward in terms of human
development indicators.But in my views,those places are more civilized,it is because that India
so-called mainstream society is crowded,noisy,disordered and polluted.

India consists of two societies,one is elite class,the other one is large number of low level
poor.Around the world,many high profile leaders of multinational companies are led by Indian
nationals.They speak fluent English,wear nice suits,live a Western style life,have more
advantages over other nationals;however,another side is that large number of poor people suffer
from malnutrition and polluted water and so on.They do not have enough food,no asset,no
income,no shelter,so that they are placed in a disadvantageous edging rim.
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The society is problematic,one is slowing development of society,the
other is expanding gap in the society,but they call themselves democracy.We clearly know that
democracy in India is only enjoyed by few elite members via vote or lobby means,but majority of
common people do not even know the game rule,regardless to say their participation in the
democratic process.

We think Chinese people quality is not as good as Japanese,for example,they strictly follow the
rule,they keep everything in good order.We humbly learnt many things from our neighbors in
order to catch up with him.Marriage with Japanese girls in China is quite prevalent in
Northeastern provinces near to Japan.

Whether education can change an individual behavior or not is doubtful in the context of
India.How can you imagine countless rubbishes in front of a hostel for a long period of time?Every
time,after a seminar or a meeting,the hall or classroom if filled with rubbishes.Ask why?they said
that because the office staff would sweep that after this.

Indian Northeastern people should be placed in an important level instead of marginalizing
them.With our standard,English speakers in those places are quite many,they are hard
working,they contribute a lot to Indian culture.

Damli,would get admission into faculty of law from UG level,he just said that he is more interested
in law than Economics.I respect his choice,but his friendship with me is never ending.

30,Apr,2015
My ideal job is to critically evaluate the society.

When I am angry to some social phenomena,I could get my voice heard in a big platform.

When I debate with others,I use data and logic deduction to argue for my points.

What is the meaning?I wish to own a news media company,then I have a mutual fund to invest in
different markets.

One side is to experience diverse cultures,by the way,to gain commercial opportunities.

It is too ideal.

30,Apr,2015
After middle test,I met two students who are from Department of Economics.Then I requested one
of them to give me a piece of cope of Environment economics for reviews.When he responded to
me,I totally got shocked.He said that it is an advantage for him if he does not share that to me,so
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he seemingly refused.I suddenly feel some problematic.

I deeply believe that many friends in our class in India are highly willing to share their views and
materials to me.I can not criticize this behavior,because we are born in different culture.However,I
understand sharing information is too essential for all of us to grow up,because the experience is
from my previous three jobs.

Poverty reduction,financial product trading,finance services are all information-driven cases.I do
not care about your identity,whether or not you are from poor villages or rich families is not
important,because social mobility will change of road of life.

In India,I just wish to keep calm,how to gain happiness is my pursuit.

30,Apr,2015
Niraj Kumar,he is one of my classmate.

He is taking care of his family member because of sickness.

He is first student I really remember during my India trip,because of his friendliness and
generosity.

Every time,when I have any doubt about class schedule,I will enquire his about this.And he
always seriously answers my doubts without any reservation,then,he sends best wishes to me.

Nowdays,He can not attend the class in our department due to some problems in front of him.He
is actively debating with me about many social and economic issues,we are really enjoying that
type of atmosphere.

Actually,we rarely have good friends in our life,but sharing same aspects is a precondition for
friendship to grow up.He,as an Indian,I am quite impressive from many aspects.

I wish we could continue our friendship in the future like the great wall of China.

30,Apr,2015
Satarupa Mitra,she is one of my classmates in our department.

I met her in a classroom of department where we made preparation for Teacher's day.

When I was on the way to go back to my hostel,she came outside to stop me,and invited me to
the classroom for rehearsal.
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After that meeting,She always helped me in many fields.I was quite strange for Indian university
system,she guided me to solve my problems to the maximum extent.

Sometimes,when she was free,she would come to my hostel gate to call me for walking.I rarely
refused any proposals from others.She introduced her UG level life and her family story,I was
deeply interested in these talks.

Whatever happens,she could greet me when we met again.I am highly impressed by her
kindness and frankness.I treated her like my younger sister in my mind.

In future,I would send postcards to her for memory.If possible,I invite her to visit my city
Guangzhou.It is full of uncertainty,my future maybe located in Beijing or Tianjin,go and see.

I wish she had a happy life.

29,Apr,2015
I show sympathy to our neighbors of Nepal,in front of disaster,we should stand together to
confront it.

Even if I just donated 500 Rupees for Nepalese brothers,but I have to say students who organized
a fundraising activity are quite unwelcome in terms of preparation for this.

I am willing to donate cash to any community which is worthwhile my action,but I hate to be forced
to donate fund through any naive approaches.

As for their collection of fund to support disaster-stuck place in Nepal,I feel uncomfortable in my
deep mind.Why?

They are not really taking donors for seriously.
No any paper to describe how to use fund?
No any receipt to be issued to donors for memory?
No tracking clue about usage of fund,feedback?

Only two students brought a bad-looking box,they knocked on your door,told you nothing,then
requested you to donate money.And adding one more sentence,it is your wish to donate or not
your money into Nepalese community.

I think this is too naive and brutal way for fund collection,they do not have any experience of
charity operation.I advised them to organize public fundraising activity in an open space with all
Nepalese student in BHU,information transparency is necessary.

I have experienced many-time unwelcome fund collection request in India,I really do not support
even hate this type of activity.Do not knock on other people's doors for fund collection,it is
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unaccepted.

I do not like this type of culture,because charity needs to respect donor's willingness.I promise if I
meet this situation again,I definitely refuse it unless it is deeply moving and inspiring by their
preparation.

19,Apr,2015
Every day,too many people die,but we do not care about them.Why?

Because these cases are not closely connected to our interests,above all,we can do nothing to
prevent such things from happening.

What we do is to learn these lessons through their death in order to keep ourselves in a safe
condition.

Sometimes,human beings are quite brutal and selfish.

Too many illegal immigrants risk their lives to leave for their ideal places for better life,but those
citizens in the ideal place do not wish to lose their cakes.

This is why I really want to understand life and death.It is likely that I die from any causes without
signals,but I could not find the road to return.

Different cultures,different ages,different experiences,have different concepts on life and death.

21,Apr,2015
I wish Hillary Clinton could succeed in presidency of USA,because she always publicly criticizes
Chinese government's violation of human rights.

I do not hope all countries make compromise to Chinese government's desire about so-called
meritocracy philosophy.We have to start our political reform towards more democratic
system,otherwise,it is likely that political interests would become obstacles for economic
development.

19,Apr,2015
A country should prioritize social security programs.Actually it is quite understandable that all
social security programs are respectively related to different age level of life.From your birth to the
world,you should be integrated into a part of that program through series of government
initiatives.
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Frankly speaking,social security programs all aim at reducing the fluctuation level for an
individual.What is the meaning?It means that when we are really helpless,the final reference
which can be resorted to is our government.You should observed some social tragedies,some
people are in unemployment,some in accident,some in sickness,some in aging stage,some in
orphan condition,and so on.If government does not do some favors to these disadvantageous
people,they are sooner or later eliminated from our society.

This is what Marxists criticized capitalism during industrial revolution,now days,almost all
capitalist nations have similar trends to welfare state direction.In fact,communism is not a bad
ideology once you really understand what it advocates,but it is not practical and applicable in our
current society due to limited resources constraint.

19,Apr,2015
Any field is quite complicated,when I go through some materials related to health care system
models around the world,I am getting shocked,so many different approaches to deliver a
necessary health care services.

I advocate universal health care concept,right to life is essential to other rights,almost all
developed countries except USA have built up a system in which general taxation is used to
finance health care services.China is on the process of national health care coverage,even if new
rural and urban cooperative health insurance can not cover all fees and diseases.

American health care system is quite badly performed,its private insurance companies provide
health care to high income earners,but poor families still suffer from some serious financial
problems.In socialist countries,I most appreciate Cuba model;Cuba's education sector and health
sector are globally praised due to its broad coverage and efficiency.

India has a long way to go for better health care system especially for poor classes,private
health insurance dominates Indian health and life insurances.Indian government allocates a small
portion of fund to health sector compared with global level,rural areas are not accessible to good
medical services.

At the same time,I wish a member of one of my classmate family could recover himself from
sickness in Varanasi hospital.

18,Apr,2015
Tonight,we had international house day celebrated in our hostel.

I observed that so-called internationalization of Banaras Hindu University is just about expansion
of number of Nepali students,hence,university could not be named international university.
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Secondly,students from Yemen want to show their culture through varieties of approaches,but
conflicts can not really attract students' eyes,This is a realism reflection.

Thirdly,students from Tibet can be compatible with Chinese,because of our mutual
understandings.I lost my national anthem due to computer problem,one of them gave me
downloaded Chinese national anthem.

Fourthly,festival is festival,we all enjoy it.However,Vice-chancellor does not come here to address
something,it is pitiful.

13,Apr,2015
There are no game theory and mechanism design,auction theory professors in our
department,these latest and advanced subjects are quite interesting for younger students.

Our department has no law and economics interdisciplinary new subject,it causes students not
have any capability to analyse law logic with economics tools.

Department of Economics,BHU has no financial economics in MA,this sets limitations on
students' understandings on financial system,banking,stock market,insurance,trust,financial
renting and so on.

Economics department does not have behavior economics and experiment economics courses,it
directly blinds the students in front of complex society.Austrian school of economics says that
economics is just about human inner psychology subject.

My favorite course is the only economic explanation founded by Steven N.S Cheung,it is most
creative subject around our life.Our department has some places for improvement in terms of
teachers' quantities and specialization.The newest fields are not accessible for students in our
department.

13,Apr,2015
Today,two classmates' birthday is coincident.

Professor Rakesh Raman is absolutely an appreciated teacher from teaching standpoint.

Of course,I do not know his research achievement in macroeconomics.If he published some
papers on top level economics magazine,he should have been recruited by any distinguishable
institutions.

If he is willing to teaching in Chinese universities,I think he is perfectly qualified for that from
teaching experience and language background.
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So-called economics society of BHU exists symbolically due to unknown factors.In the
beginning,we should have known that a society initiated by master students instead of research
scholars will definitely disappear earlier or later.

Frankly speaking,lack of interactive communication in some interesting fields is frustrating.In
China,we could debate with our friends at any time from a basic social phenomenon.

Every day,our teachers would share some latest news about national or international economic
affairs.

09,Apr,2015
Frankly speaking,two days back,when I wrote a paragraph of sentences to state my observations
in Tibet community in India,I never thought how frustrating the responses were from our Chinese
internet users.

I said that our government should give me freedom of religion and autonomous power to local
government,then many irrational internet users criticized me as a betrayal and supported
separation of Tibet.

From this case,I could understand how strong pressure from Chinese people it is,when we refer
to any issues about Tibet.They do not understand history,regardless to say,their understandings
on current issues,this is beyond my expectation.

Tibet is a unitary part of China,but we should give them more autonomy power in many fields.We
never accept any request for separation of Tibet,but we should gradually reform our political
framework.After one day,my post has been deleted in that forum even if I have cooperation
relationship with the news media.Online censorship is still prevalent,we expect slow change.

01,Apr,2015
AIIB,NDB,Silk road Fund are all targeting to cut a hole in our current unfair financial system.It is a
challenge for governance of international institution,at the same time,it is more like an opportunity
because we can better use our 3-4 trillion dollar reserve assets instead of supporting American
consumption.

London is a major clearance and settlement centre for Chinese RMB dominated assets in an
international market.Once our capital account is open to international market,in addition to foreign
exchange rate liberalization,then IMF's special drawing rights would add RMB as one
member of the existing currency basket.We can imagine we would less rely on Dollar to do
international transaction and preservation of value of financial assets.More importantly,we could
weaken the hereditary position of Federal reserve in the field of macro monetary policy.
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30,Mar,2015
My limited understanding on Tibet issues.

Tibet should be an integral part of China in majority of Chinese peoples' minds,because in
history,Mongolian ethics overcame Tibet and Han ethnics,finally created a unified Yuan
dynasty.This is a part of reasons why Buddhism could be prevailing in East Asia,due to the
emperor's commitment to Buddhism of Yuan dynasty(In Tang dynasty,Buddhism has become
popular in China).

After Yuan dynasty,Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty had totally overcome Tibet,if we counted it,at
least,there are several hundred years even one thousand years since Tibet was submerged into
China.Indeed,the ending years of weak Qing dynasty and separated Republic of China gave
opportunities to Tibetans to announce their independence declaration.As we known,Tibet has
several decade independence status in 20th century,but communist party totally defeated Tibetan
small-scale armies.Tibet was a part of China time and again.

What I want to say is that separation activity is impossible under current political system of
China.However,more autonomous power should be given to local Tibet government due to some
special issues.An authoritarian government has no choice but to oppress any groups who are
against the government's authority.Many people in Tibet immolate themselves for more freedom
even independence,this is just wastage of lives due to present situation in Tibet.

More democracy can resolve these issues properly,for example,referendum in Tibet.

30,Apr,2015
About Pakistan and Pakistani people

Whether you accept or not,Pakistan is a brother-like neighbor for China and Chinese.

When you go to London,when you go through Pakistani-owned shops,they would warmly ask you
whether you are Chinese.When you reply to them,you are indeed Chinese,I definitely tell you
much discount will be given to the buyers.

When you go to Pakistan via costume checking point,you just show your Chinese passport,almost
several seconds would be given to you as a special treatment.In Islambad,capital of
Pakistan,around the streets,you find out many posters on which "Chinese nationals are 30-50%
discount" is imprinted.

You maybe never imagine that in Sindh province,Chinese language is a compulsory subject for
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primary students,because of heavy investments in Karachi industrialized coastal city.

What really impressed Chinese people is that when SiChuan province of China was hit by 8.0
level earthquake,Pakistani people almost collected all possible tents and basic needs to
China.When media asked why a poor country became a largest tent suppliers,the government of
Pakistan said that our brother needs us help,we would do whatever we can to help them without
hesitation.At this time,all Chinese are moving and inspiring,hence,Chinese government and civil
society always support Pakistani people in front of natural disasters.

These are just parts of brotherly relationship between two countries people.As for politics,I should
leave it for professional experts to review.For example,Chinese government aided Pakistani
government to develop nuclear weapons.Pakistan is the largest market of Chinese military
weapons.Pakistan is quite strategic place for Chinese government to influence Muslim Middle
East countries.Pakistan government ever was a helper for China and USA to build up formal
diplomatic relationship.This is politics,it is far away from us.

But I can promise you Pakistani people are treating Chinese people really brothers and sisters.If
you have chance to visit Pakistan.

By the way,we are quite familiar with Pakistan affairs,from geography,contemporary
history,international relation.

30,Mar,2015
About Russia and Russian People

Many outsiders naively think that Russia and China could be permanent allies to counter against
Western countries.They indeed observed that China and Russia often stand together to as
opposite forces against Britain,France and USA in United security council meetings.

Russian economy is heavily dependent on Oil and gas export to ear money for living.Of
course,Russian timber is quite rich in terms of quantity and quality.All in all,Russian economy is
driven by natural resources export and military trade.

How backward the light industry in Russia is?I can tell you even a piece of cloth,a pile of paper
can not be made easily and economically,so that Chinese products are most welcome in those
places closer to our borders.

Russia is also having a skewed economic power distribution around his territory.In history,Russia
was just a small emperor country located in European continent.However,Russian like to fight
with other ethnics,hence,they expanded their territories till far eastern areas.

A large amount of territory was ceded to Russia due to unfair treaty between weakest Qing
dynasty and aggressive Russia emperor.Totally,there is about 1.6 million KM square territory
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occupied by Russia today.However,the former president Jiang signed a funny treaty with Russian
counterpart,so that Russia legally controls the disputed places.As you know,China and India are
arguing disputed land,even if those areas are quite smaller than Russian controlled
areas.Meaningless!

Chinese people do not really like Russian,because aggressive Russians often do something
which is disobeying internationally accepted rule.For example,They invaded Afghanistan,directly
leading to current disaster in that country.Many people think we do not have war with Soviet Union
or Russia,this is too romantic and unreal.

Chinese government helped Russia to stabilize his economy via buying treasury bill,his purpose
is simply to offset Western countries influences.Once Russia is defeated from economy,then
USA-leading Western group will have more influence than today.This is what Chinese
government does not want to face in future.

This world needs to be balanced again,Neither Western countries or other countries dominate the
world system.Americans use Chinese lending money to consume,then they issue currency to
diminish real return.This is why AIIB is initiated by government,Silk fund and New development
bank are both complementary to existing financial systems.

13,Mar,2015
I have said many times,happiness and health are most important in our life.What is the
meaning?It says that physical life and spiritual life are organic parts of our life.

When you enjoy your physical life,but your spiritual life is empty,then you would break down
sooner or later;When you enjoy your spiritual life,but your physical life is worrisome,then you
would be eliminated by the society in near future.

I left my family for a period of time,I feel unprecedentedly free even if my physical life is tough and
challenging.My father would like to impose his opinions on his offspring in his early age,at that
time,I understood how important so-called democracy system is for an individual multi-dimension
development.

I always create uncertainty in my life,all choices of life are from my understanding our society.The
value of life for a person can never be priced with a fixed discount rate,when his life is full of
uncertainty in terms of his choices.

You may think it reasonable that we all should have the same life process from birth to school to
job to marriage to family to death.However,I deliberately make some processes upside down,so
you never can price my life in a predictable time point.It is likely that I am an adventurous
creature,I venture into my unknown but interesting fields at any time beyond your expectation.At
this time,you are despicable of me for low ability to compete with you,but to next time line,I have
made another a choice,so that you do not know what the life track would be created in my life.
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Choice could make your life much perfect,of course,many factors will not allow you to make more
choices in our life.However,the meaning of life is to live well,how to live well is to live
meaningful,how to live a meaningful life is to make some choices incompatible with normal life
process.

25,Mar,2015
With this dairy to pay tribute to Lee Kuan Yew and those innocent passengers

Life is a controversial topic,so I am deeply interested in how to deal with meaning of life and
death.Frankly speaking,I am afraid of death even ill,for me,physical body is as important as
mental body.

Whether you believe or not that every one just exists with a probability,I insist that living a life be
on the basis of probability.To the opposition of living,death is our final destination.

even though our assumed enemies are not going to take action against our interests,we intrinsic
mind is to take an action to gain our enemies’ interests even eliminate them.

We care about the entity,we also care about the person,but we care more about the
entity,considering the entity has a more democratic decision system.

23,Mar,2015
Many friends ask me whether I would go back to my hometown for summer vocation,I am anxious
to return to my home for taste of our home.

However,when I enquire about this visa procedure for Chinese student in India,I hardly cry to
death.Many documents need to be prepared and long-time waiting.

Last time,a South Korean brother said he easily go back and forth from India to his country
without any documents,I understand how hard it is for me in a hot summer.

I have been scared of Visa registration,extension and other cases related,last summer brought
me serious damage to my memory.

Anyway,It depends on the situation,if I could easily get return Visa,I plan to fly to Guangzhou to
reunite with my family;If it is not possible,I plan to do part-time job in India or have a short tour in
mountainous areas in India.
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16,Mar,2015
Who cares about your identity?Last time,an English girl asked me to Ghats,I agreed on her
request.On the way,one local Indian man positively showed his warmth to her,but she never
accepted his warmth.

When we arrived at the Ghat,the man talked about everything to her.After our meeting with
him,that girl expressed that she did not like that man,because he talked too much to her and so
on.Afterwards,she requested me to wait for her for a while when she was planning to purchase
some Indian artifacts,I said only five minutes given to you.We had a good experience.

What I want to say is that nobody will care about your identity,the only thing attractive to me is
your perspective on our life.This world can not be changed by your identity only,but by your
creativity.Indians are definitely natural leaders,because they are active to serve others.

Through my stay in department of Economics,let me describe my professors using one adjective
word.I declare that all of them are knowledgeable and learned.

No order of distinguishment.
Professor J.B.K :approachable
Professor R.Raman:respectable
Professor A.K.Gaur:humble

Professor B.V.Singh:Philosophical
Professor N.K.Mishra:debatable

Professor R.K.Batt:Hindi appreciated
Professor M.P.Singh:Kind

Professor R.Rai:Experienced
Professor A.R.Prasad:Helpful
Professor M.Mishra:Lovable

Date:12/Apr/2016


